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The students at Fulton High
School did a "character analysis"
of their classmates this week and
the di..noses resulted in some
life-long honors that should bolster energies in the years to come.
Nancy Latta was named Miss
Fulton High School and Terry
Beadles was named Mr. Fulton
High School. The selections were
made by the students in some
spirited ballotting.
Elections were conducted on
the basis of a long standing school
rule that no student is eligible 'for
the honors given --less the student has attended the Fulton
school for at least one Year.
Besides the top honors to
Nancy and Terry other students
were given accolades by their
classmates. They are:

Class Personalities—Nancy Williamson and Don Reed.
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CLASS PERSONALITIES
Junior Class
Mr. and Miss F. H. S. candidates
—Phyllis Crocker and Don Green.
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Sophomore Class
• Mr. and Miss F. H. S. candidates
—Cheryl Underwood and Paul
Bates. Class Personalities—Peggy
Reams and Wayne Lohaus.
Freshnien Class

B-A-BB-N 63
Means Start
Cooking Up!
If you are among the thousands of persons who have been
wondering what this B-A-BB-N
63 means, the secret is out.
It is a codefied invitation for
everybody, everywhere to BE
A BANANA BAKER IN 1963.
The Banana Bake-off, to be held
in connection with the International Banana Festival already
has captured the culinary imagination of anybody who can stir
up something to eat. The Bakeoff starts at 10:30 A. M. on Friday, November 8. (gee detailed
rules on Page 3.)
Miss America will present the
top awards to the winners at a
brief ceremony to be held on
Saturday morning, November 9
at approximately 10:15 A. M. at
the Woman's Club building in
Fulton.

New faces in Fulton Business Circles

ROY AND EDNA WRIGHT, natives of Dresden, opened the K&N Root
Beer drive-in on Broadway in South Fulton this past spring. They
now make their home on Central avenue in South Fulton, and their
two boys attend South Fulton School.

Avirrawftur

Judge Miller Hits AtPouting Democrats For Inactivity;
Cites History-Making Opportunities For First District

Jottings

Mr. and Miss F. H. S. candidates
—Lana Hutchens and David Hazelwood.
Class Persona- 'les — Barbara
Brown and Randall Roper.

1964 HALL OF FAME
Best All Around—Jane Warren
and Terry Beadles.
Most Likely To Succeed—Carolinda Hales and Curtis Hancock.
Best Personality—Cathy Campbell and Ward Bushart.
Wittiest—Kerry Overby and Joe
Mac Williamson.
Best Sport and Athlete—Judy
Hoodenpyle and John Shepherd.
Prettiest and Most Handsome—
Lynn Holloway and Teddy Barclay.
Flirtiest — Sandra Ballow and
Duane McAlister.
Most Dependable—Sally Hall
and Gerald Bradley.
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cratic ticket are from West Ken.
tucky he elaborated on the fad
that all of the Democratic norni
nees have pledged themselves tt
a workable, progressive program
for toads, schools, job opportunities, industrial growth, agricultural
advancement and other major programs.
At our houSe we reached a
In looking around the court"status" plateau we were told
room of the Fulton City Hall the
Wednesday morning. Our son,
speaker commented on the noticeborn on press day, sixteen years
able absence of "dozens of people
ago on October 23, said so himself.
who have a responsibility to the
Asked if I was going to write
Democratic ,arty to see that tile
anything about him in my column
First District gives the Democratic
I wondered if I could possibly
ticket the largest majority ever
ever have enough paper or ink to
recorded."
say all the nice things I think
Speaking of his close friend and
about him. Since I don't have the
Judge Miller pointed caustic reCalloway Countian, Harry
fellow
HARRY
LEE
VVATERFIELD
Judge Miller was a state-wide
supply today, nor do I think I marks at dissident Democrats who
Lee Waterfield, Judge Miller said:
ever will, I'll just say "Happy are pouting and "dragging their campaign official in the unsuc- said:
"Harry Lee's friends are doing him
Birthday, R. Paul."
"I'm not the kind of fellow who a grave injustice by even thinkfeet" simply because their candi- cessful gubernatorial campaign of
But I will add for yo-a- daddy date for Governor (A. B. Chand- Harry Lee Waterfield in 1959, as believes that a governor should ing of a Nunn-Waterfield ticket.
and your sister that all of us hope ler) did not win the election in well as in the recent primary show favoritism for any section Harry Lee wants to unite the Dethat your life always will be as the May primary. "Look at me," when he supported Mr. Chandler, of the State, but- let's be realistic. mocratic party, not destroy it. And
happy, and vital and wholesome he said. "I've been to more har- who lost to Mr. Breathitt by some West Kentucky needs a lot of de- that's exactly what anybody who
veloping. What better Way can splits the tickets is doing."
as you have made ours in the mony meetings than the Black- 60,000 votes.
few short years we've had you wood Brothers. I fight hard in a
(At a major Democratic rally at
The hard-hitting speaker, who we ask for these benefits than to
elect people who have the same Mayfield, Waterfield praised his,
primary, but whenv.:fs over, and
around.
applauded
was
Harry
Truby
S.
kind of interest in your district running mate Ned Breathitt for the
I'm on the losing side, I forget all
Is Fulton going "all out" for the about it, and work for the party man as being one of the best mas- as you do."
Hopkinsville attorney's sincere deBanana Festival? That's the super- and not for what I think feeds my ters of ceremonies the former
Pointing to the fact that four of sire to work with all Democrats
president had ever encountered the nine candidates on the Demo- toward making the party strong
fluous question of the week. Be- ego."
sides going all out to make the
and vital.)
event a huge success, some people
Judge Miller said that Watermight also be accused of goir.g
field, currently on a state-wide
out of their minds. Let's take Foad
speaking tour, would be in Fulton
Homra for instance. I heard on
and Hickman Counties next week
the best authority that last Wed"to get his friends and neighbors
nesday Foad bought up a bunch
to bring out a big vote. If Harry
of tickets for the Rotary Club's
Lee can let by-gones be by-gones,
Pancake Breakfast. Being "snowas he has indicated on every turn,
ed under" with the Lion's Club
then those people who claim to be
They're going like hot cakes .. .
The annual Lion's Club MinBeware of the Banana brigade! his friends ought to get out and
Minstrel and other fastival activistrel Show will be presented at
Within the next few days any work with him, instead of against
ties Foad not only forgot to go to and banana ones at that.
The number of tickets to the Carr Auditorium, Monday and person not wearing some kind of him. Harry Lee shouldn't have to
the breakfast, but cooked his own
breakfast at home. What did he Miss America luncheon on Satur- Tuesday nights, November 4th and identification concerning the Ba- take the time to beg his friends to
cook? A delicious stack of pan- day, November 9 is getting scarcer 5th, at 7:30 P. M. The ministrel is nana Festival will be hailed into support the Democratic party.
all the 'time. With more than 100 the forerunner to the big days of Kangaroo Court. Failure to precakes.
"It ought to be enough for peotickets needed ilor press, radio, TV fun during the Banana Festival. sent the proper defense means a ple in the First District
to see
Then there's the story of David visiting dignirtes and other
This popular show, with a cast tour of duty in the public stock- that Harry Lee is a Democrat,
Phelps. 4ks you well know the beapties, there, .r.'t a whole lot made up entirely of
talent, ade.
first, last and always. You people
folks, in whose is the principal money raising proBanana hats, buttons, clusters, who are mad at the outcome of
Pure Milk Company has advised left for the ho
being held.
every living, breathing employee honor the even
ject of the Fulton Lions Club and or hat bands can be purchased at the primary ought to be in there
to give every ounce of energy to
Tickets can be had at the News is always a big hit with the people the Chamber of Commerce office asking Harry Lee what you can
promoting and help organize the office, the Leader office, Pure of the Twin Cities as well as out or from other outlets down-town. do for the Democratic party, inWearing identifications at local stead of having Harry Lee explain
festival. Well, Dub Burette and Milk
Co both high schools, or of towners. The money taken in is football
games is also a "must."
spent by the Lion's on local proDavid were in the office last week
what the Democratic party can
and after talking over some phase Mrs. David Phelps and Mrs. Rich- jects. During the past few years,
do for you."
of the festival with them, David ard Bodker.
many improvements have been DONALD RICE AT WESTERN
The Monday night meeting was
made at City Park.
said he wanted to talk with me
Donald Lee Rice of Fulton is one presided over by Hugh Fly, Fulprivately. I couldn't imagine what
This year's show, titled "SOUTH- of the 5,932 regularly enrolled ton County Co-chairman. Also in
WANT TO BE QUEEN'
he wanted and was even more
was
Congressman
ERN COMFORT" has a calypso students at Western Kentucky attendance
startled when I found out. David
flavor. The cast will have such State College at Bowling Green Frank Albert Stubblefield who inFossett,
Bill
chairman
of
the
said that he noticed that our milk
troduced Judge Miller. Joe Campold reliables as endmen "Tilly far the 1963-64 semester.
supply on week-ends was running Banana Festival beauty pageant Boy" Adams, "Mose" Mitchell,
bell, Fulton County Chairman,
out before the Monday morning said today that any young lady "Flash" Owens and "Spider Joe"
Mrs. Ward liushart, county chairEYE
SURGERY
between
the ages of 16 and 23
PERFORMED woman and
delivery. He 'hought we ought
Mrs. Felix Gossurn,
Gregory. Included too is a new
Washington, — Surgeons suc- co-chairwoman were also in atto increase the order and I agreed. who wishes to participate in the girls' chorus and dances.
beauty contest to select Miss
cessfully removed a cataract from tendance.
The men's chorus will have new the right eye of Senator Karl E.
Well, we talked about the sup- Banana Princess should call him
A good delegation of Hickman
at once. A sponsor will be se- faces and will have Joe Graves Mundt (R., S. D.) at Bethesda, County
campaign workers were in
(Continued on page Twelve)
cured for the entrant.
returning after missing last year. Md., Naval Hospital.
the audience.

fo's
Notebook

One of Kentucky's most forceful and dynamic
speakers told a group of Democratic leaders in Fulton
Monday night: "If the voters of the First District are
truly interested in developing this area the time is at
hand, now,tonight, to get out and work for, and elect the
entire Democratic party." "Moreover," Calloway County Judge Bob Miller told his audience, "its the first time
in the history of the Commonwealth of Kentucky that
the First District has an opportunity to elect both a Governor and a Lieutenant-Governor from within its boundaries." Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt. the Democratic
nominee for Governor is from Hopkinsville and Harry
Led Waterfield, the Democratic nominee for lieutenantgovernor is from Clinton.

Lion's Minstrel
To Start Week's
Festival Events

Miss America
Lunch Tickets
Going Like...!

Banana Brigade
To Close In On
"ID" Violators

Time Peels Away Quickly And Banana Festival Time Near AtHand
How would you like to whip up a banana pudding
to feed 10,000 people? That's what the people of Fulton,
Ky. and South Fulton Tenn. are doing to celebrate the
First International Banana Festival with Miss America
of 1964 as one of the star attraction's. Nearly 3,000 bananas, 250 pounds of vanilla wafer- and 950 pounds of
custard will go into a one-ton pudding to be served at
the first international banana festival in the cities of
Fulton, Ky., and South Fulton, Tenn., Nov. 4-9.
EDDIE MORRIS (Center) is flanked by sons David (left) and Morton,
all of whom are engaged in producing a new, first-class oven cleaner
being marketed nationally by Sears Roebuck & Co. Known as "Melrose Chemicals', the company moved to Fulton from Chicago this
Spring and has renovated and enlarged their plant on Broadway in
South Fulton. Business is thriving, Morris states.

Known as the "banana cross
roads of America," Fulton is the
redistribution point in the nation
for most of the bananas imported
into the United States.

and one-half billion pounds of bananas have arrived from Mobile
and New Orleans by rail in the
last decade, bananas are inspected
and re-iced before they are sent
At Fulton where more than five across the nation.

BOB CRAVEN returned to Fulton
recently from Murray to open the
MR. AND MRS BILLY GORE, both Fulton natives, returned here
Railroad Salvage store on Lake
earlier this month to be associated with Killebrew's Flower and Gift Street, where he is assisted by his
ion after an absence of some ten Yteane. In prior residence here both wife Pat (Orman) en weekends.
Bees are natives of this communiwere employed at the old Orpheum theatre.
ty.

HORACE THARP new manager at
A&P, has been on the job here
about two months. A native of
Jackson, Tenn. he has been moistant manager in the consmay chain
for 6 years, coming to Fano.from
Memphis.

And what better way can the
"banana towns" dramatize their
industry than by serving it to
thousands in pudding plus all
they can pick off parking meters
for a week with an all-out festival
included?
An early start by festival officials is obvious to visitors. Hardly a citizen can be found without
his banana festival lapel button
weighted down by a bunch of
artificial bananas. Many have
donned straw hats specked with
bananas, and some have already
frocked themselves in calypso attire.
As the festival grows nearer,

DICK ARMSTRONG is now associated with the Western Auto
Store on Lake Street. He and Mrs.
Armstrong make their home on
Circle drive in South Inelton.

there will be no such thing as a
citizen uninterested in bananas.
Anyone observed without proper
banana credentials—lapel button
a:- -1 banana bunches — will be
publicly tried •a kangaroo court.
During the six-day event, numerous beauty queens and dignitaries will be in Fulton.
Donna ,Axum, Miss America of
1964, will ride in a giant parade
Nov. 9 along.with a reigning beauty queen from Central America,
the American dairy princess, the
Kentucky and Tennessee dairy
princesses, the Kentucky tobacco
princess, Miss Kentucky, Miss
Tennessee and Miss Rhea Looney
of Denver, Colo., fourth runner-up

in the Miss Universe contest.
Banana puckling—enough for
10,000—will be dished out following the three-mile parade.
On Nov. 8, Goys. Frank Clement of Tennessee and Bert Combs
of Kentucky will join top officials
from Obion and Fulton Counties
in a banana shoot. This unusual
skeet shooting contest will be held
in down town Fulton with bananas strung along the goal posts
as targets.
A fresh stem of about 200 bananas will be placed each morning by festival officials on every
parking meter in town.
Mr. Nathan Wade, president of
(Continued on page Twerve)

HAPPY DAY LAUNDERETTE, owned and operated by
Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Clark, opened launderette No. 2 plus an
ultra-modern dry
cleaning plant on Vilest State line last week. (Above):
employees of
the new dry-cleaning plant include from left: Finis
Oathey, manager;
Lula Morris, silk finisher; Doris Dockery, shirts:
Mary Swearingen.
presser. Plant IMES new Dupont synthetic compounds
in cleaning prooem.
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The forthcoming International
13anana Festival bids fair to be the
iiggest single attraction in the history
of the twin cities, far stirpassng the
tentennial and any other event that
has ever been attempted here.
Publicity has already been achieved nation-wide, and much,much more
is in the offing as the unique event is
being well publicized by Memphis,
Paducah and Louisville papers, TV
and radio, and by the State of Kentucky through its department of public information, which is pulling out
all "stops" in its effort to publicize
and help a Kentucky community.
It may be surprising to learn,
with all of this fine publicity for the
communities, that there are ACTUALLY some MERCHANTS who
take a dim view of it all, and who are
loath to cooperate and assist in decorating their stores, contribute a few
dollars, and boost the whole festival.
These people we may call the
"penny-pinchers" of the community.
They are interested in themselves and
their pennies first, and if they have
any time left and take the notion,
they sometimes get interested in the
community as a whole. They are a
drag on the progress of the community in which their business is located,
because they are always "griping"
about anything that goes on that isn't
directly ringing up a few pennies on
their cash register.
As a general rule, whenever you
hear someone "griping" about things
that are being attempted for the good
- of the community, you may safely
place them in the chiseler and pennypinclwr class . . . they are here only
to get a "free ride" out of all of the
hard work that everybody else is doing, without contributing anything to
it themselves.
Every town's got 'em, of course
.. . and wishes it didn't.
Be that as it may, and the gripers
notwithstanding, the twin cities are

going to have a show during the week
of November 4-9 that they have never
had before in their history. They are
going to draw more visitors than they
have ever seen before at one time.
They are going to have the fanciest
parade they have EVER had. They
are going to be host to more international, national, State and area beauty
queens than they have ever heard of
before. They are going to have more
notables—including both governors—
than they have ever before amassed
in one event. They are going to get
more nation-wide and area-wide recognition than they ever have before.
What more can anyone ask? Why
shouldn't everyone be proud to point
to a story about our banana festival in
the San Diego paper, in the Omaha
paper, in the St. Joseph paper, in the
New Orleans papers, in the Tampa
paper and in every paper in the midwest and say "See, this is my community; I live here; we are a live
bunch and we are proud of our towns.
Come visit us sometime; we're really
on the ball".
Most everybody in Fulton and
South Fulton has "caught fire" with
enthusiasm for the forthcoming festival and are spending untold hours
helping with all of the multitude of
details and committees that are working day and night to make it a good
one. There is an awful lot of work going on and will continue until the
last hour of the last day.
Alas for the "free iiders". They
aren't working on committees; they
haven't any enthusiasm; they are unwilling to contribute anything except
some personal irritation at disrupting
their narrow little path between their
front door and their cash register.
They haven't been fired with enthusiasm. They are SELDOM fired with
enthusiasm.
Thank goodness, we don't have
many of 'em. We wish we had less
during times like these when EVERYBODY ought to be cooperating.

Nunn's Home-Town Paper Supports Breathitt
And Points Out Republican's Smear Tactics
Although it was our choice not
to be drawn into the current political
spectacle that culminates with November 5's general election, we are
now—out of sheer protection of our
own business interests and of those
who do business with us—obliged to
set the record straight.
It was our desire—out of gentlemanly respect for our fellow Glasgowan, Republican Louie B. Nunn—
not to enter into the governor's race
with opinion or comment.
However, the malicious distribution of hate-motivated literature purporting to come from the pages of a
publication printed in the Times'
plant here at Glasgow changes this.
Designed to incite racial unrest
and to set man against man and race
against race, the literature to which
we refer is being spread about Kentucky by opponents of Edward T.
"Ned" Breathitt, Democratic candidate for Kentucky's highest office.
The hand-out sheet, with a line
imprinted noting that it comes (and
we quote) "(From an Advertisement
in the Louisville "Defender") — is
false, distorted, fabricated entirely,
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPTIELENG
Editors and Publishers
Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentuoky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Kentucky and at additional mailing offices.
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sad ll000roblo
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and in no way or wording resembles
any advertisement which has appeared in the Louisville Defender either
during the Democratic Primary or in
the months that have followed up to
now.
We know the literature is false
and dishonest because the Louisville
Defender is printed in our plant here
at Glasgow, and every issue of that
newspaper issued during the campaign—pre-primary and since—are on
file in our office for any person who
so desires to check for themselves.
Whether,or not this is being distributed directly by the Republican
campaign headquarters, we do not
know—but one thing is for sure only
the Republicans are out to get Ned
Breathitt in the coming election. If it
is not a part of their campaign tactics
—and if it is not a part of Mr. Nunn's
material, he should denounce it, deny
it and totally disconnect himself from
any identification with this race-hate
tripe.
We have sat by and watched Kentucky and its citizens—both Negro
and white—become pawns on a chess
board of power for Mr. Nunn. He has
gone from corner to corner of Kentucky using his campaign to incite
racial hatred—a practice that is hither
to unknown to our fine state which
has an exemplary record of race relations progress known throughout the
nation.
And, the governor's race is not
the first time he has done it—by his
own revelation.
Not too many months ago, Mr.
Nunn appeared before a Glasgow
civic club, and expounded the methods that can be used to win a political
campaign. At that time, he was fresh
home from his victory as manager of
Senator Thurston Morton's race, in
which Wilson W. Wyatt was defeated.

The Times' managing editor,
Fred Troutman was in the audience of this meeting, so our in
as to Nunn's pleasure
with his own political savvy, in
this instance, comes first hand.
With great glee, Mr. Nunn told
this Glasgow group—publicly and
without reserve—that during the
Morton-Wyatt campaign, the side
he was field general for was
smart enough to win votes in
Western Kentucky by using these
tactics:
According to Mr. Nunn's own
bragging admission the Republicans would send a Negro into
Western Kentucky and have him
demand service in a restaurant.
If *refused, the Negro would tell
the restaurant operator that Mr.
Wyatt said he could eat there.
If still refused, the Negro then
would tell the restauranteur that
Mr. Wyatt said that after he was
elected Senator, Negroes would be
able to eat in that restaurant.
Right here in Glasgow, Mr.
Nunn's own home town, progress
has ben made toward better relations between races--even since
the executive order. Nunn, by his
own words and actians tells us
that he is against any such progress and Would use the high office of governor to circumvent
even the wishes of the legislature
should they move to bring about

more harmony and equity.
We are surprised and ashamed
that such a twisted sense of human and political values have injected themselves into this Kentucky campaign. Kentuckians have
shown themselves to be tolerant,
honorable, and morally responsible where race relations are concerned. We can ill-afford anything
or anyone, politically, who would
incite emotions to bring on another Birmingham debacle in Kentucky. ' •
To use such practices to win high
office is bad enough, but to brag
about them is even worse.
And when it comes to quoting
newspapers which are printed
on our presses we want to question as to what is right, correct,
honest and true!
Accordingly, the Glasgow Daily
Times considers it a privilege, now
to add its endorsement, at this late
stage, to the candidacy of Edward
T. "Ned" Breathitt. His honest,
forward-looking approach to our
state's problems, coupled with his
experience and sound program for
progress make the outlook for
Kentucky's next four years as
promising as the very real progress which we are now enjoying
as a result of the last four years of
accomplishment.
—Glasgow Times
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Citizens of Tomorrow
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Top row, 1. to r.: Johnny, 10, and Jeff, 7, Campbell, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. John J. Campbell; Patricia McCree, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John MeCree.
Bottom row I. to r.: David, 6, and Linda, 9, Stokes, son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Stokes; Paul Douglas Harris, one year,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harris.
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Turning Back The Clock - -

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 11 Years

FRervi THE FILES:October

11,1943

Mrs. G. H. Duley was elected
teacher of the overflowing fifth
and sixth grades of Carr Institute
at the meeting of the Fulton
Board of Education on October
19.
T-Sgt. Ronald T. Nugent, RFD 2,
Crutchfield,
aviation
student,
Army Air Forces, is now a member of the 58th College Training
Detachment (aircrew) at Massachusetts State College.
A-S William V. Sisson of Fulton,
son of Mrs. Ellis Sisson, is at West
Texas State College, Canyon,
Texas, for a course of Army Air
Farce instruction lasting up to five
months, prior to his appointment
as an Aviation Cadrt in the Army
Air Force.
Bennett Electric
taken on a
"new front" with
e application
of some paint, which adds attractively to the appearance of the
store of this progressive firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Cole
were at home to their many
friends on Sunday afternoon, October 17 in observance of their
golden wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Jde Kasnow were
hosts to a delightful hamburger
supper on October 18 at their
home on Pearl Street, honoring
Staff Sergeant Robert Furlong of
Leesburg Fla. and Lieut. Leonard
Sonafsky, who left October 19 for

camp. In addition to the guests of
honor present were Mrs. Elmer
Shaw, Mrs- Leland Bugg, Miss LaNelle Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Kasnow,
Mildred and Paul Kasnow.
Cpl. Roy L. Killebrew was honored Oct. 17 with a dinner at the
home of his parents north of
town. A delicious meal was served
at the noon hour to about 50
guests.
Miss Ruth Ellen Valentine daughter of C. M. Valentine of this
city, became the bride of Cadet
Richard E. Simon of Summit, Ill.
on September 25 in a double ring
ceremony at the First Christian
Church in Oklahoma City, Okla.
Cadet Simon is taking his basic
training at the Enid, Okla. Flying
School and Mrs. Simon is residing
in Enid while her husband is in
training there.

* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293
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The Women's Missionary Union
of the Baptist Church of the Southwestern Region held its annual
session on October 19 at the First
Baptist Church here. About 135
members and visitors attended.
Members of the Gleaners Class
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church met on October 20 in the
home of Mrs. Fred Sawyer in
Highlands. Those present were
Mesdames A. W. Mullins, Floyd
Bowen, A. C. Wade, Johnny Bowers, Robert Bell, Paul Turlaeville,
B. A. Ross, Pete Roberts, Elvis
Myrick, Rupert Stilley, B.K. Boyd,
E. P. Dawes and Fred Sawyer.

0

100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in
Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN

One hundred years ago this
week, President Lincoln announced that no Negroes were to be
drafted in Kentucky for military
service. Many Kentucky officers
in the Union Army were opposed
to making soldiers of Negroes.
Evidently Gov. Thomas E. Bramlette, a farmer Federal colonel,
had requested the President to
make an exception of Kentucky
and had been assured it would be
done, for he had given the Louisville Journal a news tip and it
had printed the story several days
before the official announcement
was relased in Washington, D. C.
--or "Washington City," as the
national capital was still being
called a century ago.
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A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER— BUY THE CASE"
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We Have Our Fair Share Of Free Loadig, Chiseling
Merchants And Individuals,But FestivalPlans Go On

in the Battle of Buena Vista in
the War with Mexico. An elder
son, Henry. who joined the Union Army, after being in combat
at Shiloh had died of an illness
"contracted in the field."
In an editorial, the Louisville
Journal said of these two Clays,
"born under the same roof, nurtured in the same arms, taught
the same lessons, brothers devotedly attached to each other, they
yet separated in this great national struggle to meet face to face
opposing armies." It expressed
a hope they already had been reunited "after their brief separation."

Gov. Bramlette offered a $500
reward for the arrest of the slayers of Maj. A. G. Wielman of the
U. S. Grant, who had been in
18th Kentucky (Union) Infantry
Louisville, left there on the L. & killed in Pendleton County
by
N. railroad 100 years ago this
guerrillas. A few days later, memweek. The day after he departed
bers of the 71st Indian Infantry
the Louisville Journal said:
captured six Confederate soldiers
"There is no occasion for further at Sharpsburg. The prisoners were
secrecy, and we announce that taken to Mt. Sterling, where one
Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant assumes of them, James Keller of Cynthcommand of the Armies of the
iana "was shot down, at' sight by
Ohio, the Cumberland, and Ken- Capt. Watkins of the Ninth Kentucky .... and lett this city yes- tucky Cavalry, who is confident
terday for Nashville to assume that Keller was the murderer of
direction of affairs." Before the
the late Maj. Wifernan."
week was out Maj. Gen. William
A Capt. Latshaw, who had come
S. Rosecrans, whom Grant reliev- to Kentucky with the Eleventh
ed, stayed overnight in LouisIllinois Cavalry and had been
ville and left on a river steamer made post quartermaster at Lexfor Cincinnati to await orders.
ington, was convicted by a court
Kentucky newspapers announc- martial of defrauding the governthe death at Atlanta, of "conges- ment. He was fined $60,000 and
tive fever," of Maj. Thomas J. was given a three-year prison
Clay of the Confederate Army, 22, term. Suspicion had been aroused
a grandson of Henry Clay. He was against him when it was learned
the youngest son of Lt. Col. Henry
he had deposited large sums in
Clay, Jr., who had been killed Cincinnati banks, totaling about

ALICE ABERCROMBIE
TRAVELED 1031
/
2 MILES IN
HER ROCKING CHAIR TODAY
Alice believes in getting plenty of mileage
from her telephone. Today she visited a
friend all the way across town. Went to
the drugstore. The cleaners. The toy shop,
Reminded 22 members of next Tuesday's
circle meeting. Small wonder Alice values
her phone so much. Because no matter
how many local callsi, the cost remains the
same. Does any other modern convenience
you have do so much for so little?
•••••

Southern Bell
•
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UK Homecoming
Is October 26;
Dedication Set

.
Diary of Doin's

The News reports your - - -

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
How would you like for Miss America and everybody, everywhere to know that you're a prize-winning
cook? The opportunity is at hand for any man, woman or
child in these counties to cook up a favorite recipe and
get the honor of receiving the accolade from Miss America of 1964 when she presents the winners with their
awards at the Banana Bake-off. on November 9 in connection with the first International Banana Festival to
be held in the Twin Cities from November 4-9.
The Banana Bake-off will be
held at the Fulton Waman's Club
on Friday, November 8. The winners will be announced on Saturday, November 9, when Miss
America and a host of other state
and national beauties will be on
hand for the presentation ceremonies.
The rules of the contest are
simple. All you have to do is cook
up your favorite recipe that calls
for bananas. Let the committee
know before October 30 that you
will bring your entry to the Woman's Club before 10:30 a. m. on
the day of the judging. The committee in charge of the Bake-off
will take over from there. Your
favorite banana recipe will be put
on display with other entries. The
winners will be announced from
2 to 4 p. m. that day, whlen "open
house" will be held at the club so
that other good cooks can enjoy
your culinary ability.
On Saturday, November 9, at
10:30 a. m., Miss America will appear at the club to present the
awards. The contest committee
announces that a winner will be
selected from each of eight counties in the vicinity of the Twin
Cities of Fulton, Ky. and South
Fulton, Tenn. Another winner
will be named from a group encompassing all other counties not
specifically named. A
special
award will be given to the grand
championship cooker of the festival.
Don't keep secret the fact that

you are one of the best cooks in
the area. Write today to Mrs. Nathan Wade, Banana Bake-off,
Fulton, Ky.
The rules for the Bake-Off are
as follows:
I. Any individual who wishes
to enter a dish featuring bananas
is eligible to enter the Bake-Off.
2. All applications for entry
must be postmarked by midnight,
October 30. After that date, no entries will be considered. Only one
(1) entry per person will be accepted.
3. A $10.00 first prize will be
awarded the best entry from each
of the following counties: Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Carlisle, and
Calloway, Kentucky and Weakley,
Obion and Henry, Tennessee. Entries from all other counties will
be judged together and one (1)
$10.00 prize will be awarded for
the best entry.
4. No entry will be considered
where a commercial- mix is used.
5. Entries will be judged on appearance and taste.
6. Entries receiving awards will
be announced Friday, November
8 at 2 p. m., at which time all entries will go on display to the public between the hours of 2 to 4
p. m. All but the Grand Champion
entry and those of the two (2)
runners-up must be removed from
the premises between the hours of
4-5 p. m., or they will be disposed
of at the discretion of the judges.

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
I will be at the Fulton City Hall
FRIDAY, CTOBER 25th.
9: am to 4 pm
o collect your 1963 State and County taxes.
2% Discount if paid before November 1st.
Please -bring your statement with you.

I

JOE CAMPBELL
FULTON COUNTY SHERIFF
- —1

There's a
- mighty good reason-7
a to insist on
Hiram
to
•

Walketh

GIN

FIFTH $3.75 — PINT $2.35 — Si PINT $1.20

*Imported Botanicals ,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century of
distilling leadership.
Dletilied London Dry Gin • 90 Proof Distilled from 100% Asserlosa Gr
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc-, Peoria. Illinois

DEMOCRATIC WOMEN'S LUNCHEON — Some 375
last week at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah.. Amo
hart, campaign chairwoman, and Mrs. Felix Gossum,
field, Mrs. Bushart, Mrs. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt

SALLY PIRTLE was all smiles last
women attended a Democratic women's luncheon week following her crowning as
g those from Fulton County were Mrs. Sarah Bus- "Horneconing Quieen" at Fulton
Photo Courtesy
cochairwoman. From left are Mrs. Harry Lee Water- High School.
Gardner's Studio.
lad Mrs. Gossum.

7. The Grand Champion will
forfeit her prize if she fails to appear Saturday. November 9 at 9.30
a. m. for the presentation of her
award by Miss America.
8. The decisions of the judges
are final.

ment, desiring to locate in the
south, they visited a number of
citi-2s and towns before deciding
t,,
t.iyder is forrne-ly from Chico and Mrs.
Snyder from Memphis.

Helen Kassis of Sacramento,
California has been a deliT,htful
and appreciated visitor in Fulton
for the past several days. Visiting
in the home of her sister and brother-in-law Margaret and Fred
Homra, Helen's visit and the lovely coffee given for her last Thursday took our minds off of the
frenzied planning for the Banana
Festival. Helen is a former Fultonian. She left here when a
young lady in her teens, but returns often to keep alive the strong
ties she has with Fulton, her family and her friends.

Mrs. Charles Miles, III was hostess at a lovely three-course luncheon at the Biltmore in Union City
on October 22. honoring Mrs.
Cora Thorton of New Jersey.

Playing golf with Helen last
Sunday we asked how she could
get away for a vacation at such an
odd time of the year. Said she:
"The children, ages 16 and 17 are
in school and as busy as can be
with their own activities, so I
thought it was a good time to get
away. They're so involved in PO
many things they will hardly miss
me before I get back."
At last report Helen was trying
to get Margaret to take a quick
trip to Columbus. Ohio for a visit
with the rest of the family. Margaret and Fred and family took
last week-end off to visit with Pam
at Stephens for the annual Parents' Week program.

(7.7ests from Fulton were Mrs.
:"ora Alexcnder. Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford. Mrs.
Harvey Caldwell, Mrs. Ben Evans,
Mrs. Joe Davis. Miss Gertrude
Murphey. Mrs. Harry B. Murphey,
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe and Mrs.
Doris Wiley.

Woman's Club Invites
Guests To Coffeetime
The Fulton Woman's-Club will
have a coffee at the Fulton Electric kitchen on Saturday, October
26 from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
During the day sandwiches,
cakes, pies, coffee and soft drinks
will be sold. The public is cordially invited to come in for coffee
and dessert or lunch.

Carol Schrader Named
Cheerleader At OMB

Miss Carol Schrader, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schrader
221111C31=N
of South Fulton and a freshman at
Y UTMB at Martin, has been chosen
as a cheerleader at the university.
Carol is a 1963 graduate of
The News takes pleasure in South Fulton High School.
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
ON THE SPOT FINES
October 25: Terry Lee Adams,
BONHAM, Tex. — Parking vioMrs. Myrtle Rice; October 26:
Ben Schwerdt; October 27: Shir- lators here can now pay their
ley Lee Fields; October 28: Steve fines at the scene of the offense.
Each meter post has an attached
Wright, W. W. Claiborne;
box in which the ticket and a 25
October 29: Minnie Claiborne, cent fine may be placed. A day's
Lee B. Rucker; October 30: Mrs. delay hikes the fine to $1 and the
Billy Moss, Joyce R. Brown, Dr. fine increases the longer the vioWard Bushart; October 31: Paul lator waits.
Blaylock, Peneloitt Winston, Don
Henry.
B-A-BB-N 63

Arts And Crafts
Group Hosts At
Woman's Club

CALLING DR. HUDDLESTON!
Charles Huddleston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arch Huddleston, has
enrolled as a freshman at the University at Tennessee College of
The Woman's Club general
Medicine in Memphis.
meeting will be held November 1
at 2:30 p. m. The Arts and Crafts
B-A-BB-N 63
Department will be in charge of
the program.
They will present Corbin Meriwether, Assistant Director of the
Division of Arts and (rafts of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
With his talk Mr. Meriwether
will show color slides of the
State's Productive and Retail
Craft Centers. The host department will have a display of Cralf
work. Members are urged to be
present.

TV

SERVICE
REPAIRS

BETHDA

Age surely is creeping on you
when a teen-age daughter, drooping around like a zombie after
a slumber party says: "I'm getting too old to live through these
slumber parties." The remark
came from the young lady in our
family who had about 13 other
youngsters at our house for a onestand, nightmare last Friday night
We're too old to remember whatever happened at slumber parties,
but we do know that about five
a. m. we heard all this running
around and we simply called a halt
to the meandering. They slept in
every corner of the basement
recreation room. At about eight
o'clock they started stirring so
you can imagine how much sleep
they got THAT NIGHT.
It was Saturday night just as
the sun went down that a little
girl in our house pulled the covers
over her head and stayed horizontal, hardly moving a finger,
for 15 solid hours.

MANY CELLS IN LUNGS
Chicago — Inside your lungs
600,000,000 air cells, measuring
1 -250th of an inch 6ach, bring fuel
(oxygen) to your body's cells
and take away a waste product
(carbon dioxide).
B-A-BB-N 63

SANDWICH SHOP

ROPER
TELEVISION
Phone 307
306 Main

FASHION

OF

Black
Tan

$4.99
TO

Blue
Red

RAY'S

Antennas Installed

"TALK
THE
TOWN"

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank LeMaster on the birth of a
daughter at 4:30 a. m., October
22. She has been named Patricia
Jean.
Mrs. E. Marshall, daughter Mrs.
Marguerite Barrett and Miss Mervin Watson of Chicago spent last
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snyder in their home on Paducah Street in South Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Snyder, both former employees of the Illinois Central Railroad in Chicago have been
residents of South Fulton for a
couple of months. On their retire-

Most University of Kentucky
alumni who live outside Lexington will get their first look at the
new UK Alumni House on Homecoming Day, October 26.
The newly completed, colonial
structure at Rose Street and
Euclid Avenue will be formally
dedicated at 11 a. m. that day.
Known as the Helen G. King
Alumni House, it is named for thi
woman who since 1946 has bees
director of UK alumni affairs.
Returning alumni will registel
from 9:30 a. m.to noon at the Kir
House, which also will be the site
of the annual Alumni Brunch immediately after the dedication
ceremony.
After the 2 p. m. UK-Georgia
football game on Stoll Field, the
alumni will return to their new
campus headquarters for a reception honoring the new University
president, Dr. John W. Oswald,
and Mrs. Oswald.
The annual homecoming dance
will begin at 8:30 p. m. at the
Phoenix Hotel ballroom. Music
will be by the Ray Rector orchestra.

Balbo Rye
MONON WHEAT
11110X WHEAT
BARLEY

$6.99

Brown (Antiqued)
Honey (Waxed)

"SIZES"
4-10

CUSTOM FERTILIZER SPREADING

BIG Hamburger

35c
BIG Cheeseburger

40c
WELCOME FOLKS—
DROP AROUND!!

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

Yoh

NI Central Ave

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCI
.1 • in

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lake St

Fulton.Ky,
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battalion's
P. Frost, 315 1-2 Main St., Hick other members of the 1st. Armor- ;ion specialist in the
entered the Army
man, Ky., attended Hickman High ed Division's leth Engineer Bat- I Company D. He
in December 1901 and completed
School.
talion, late in September.
asic combat training at Fort
Bluffs, Iowa, was assigned Oct. 10
Ark.
Chaffee,
to the 43d Artillery in Treynor.
men
the
During the exercise,
Iowa.
The 24-yter-old soldier attended
Army Pfc. Charles E. Williams. erected four bridges over a river
Sergeant Frost, a member of son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. and helped move the entire corn- ' fv:iles High School, Union City,
Battery A, 6th Missile Battalion, Williams, 214 Thomas St., Fulton, bat-equipped division across in Tenn.
a Nike-Hercules missile unit, en- Ky., participated in Exercise LEFT less than 12 hours.
tered the Army in 1955.
HOOK, a division size maneuver
r • -r.-z-N 63
Williams is a combat construeThe sergeant, son of Mrs. Ethel conducted at Fort Hood, Tex., with
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News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
FORT KNOX, KY. - Three
Army National Guardsmen from
Hickman, Ky., completed eight
weeks of advanced armor training
under the Reserve Forces Act
program at The Armor Center,
Fort Knox, Ky., in late September.
The men received training in
the duties and responsibilities of
a tank crewman: the loader, gunner, driver and the tank commander.
Pvt. Jerry W. Ayers, 20, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Ayers,
Route 3, completed basic training
at Fort Knox, Ky. He attended
Fulton County High School.
Pvt. Robert C. Cook, 20, son of
Mrs. Amy P. Cook, 1305 S. Fourth
St., completed basic training at
Fort Knox, Ky. He is a 1961
graduate of Fulton County High
School. (Editor: Father deceased)
Pvt. Clyde R. Riley, 19, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow W.
Riley, Route 4. His wife, Barbara,
lives on Route 4.

estern
"to
S "
ASS°CIATE "

James E. Elam, 20, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond C. Elam of
Route 1, Fulton, Ky., is undergoing
nine weeks training at the Naval
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
The program includes naval history and organization, ordnance
and gunnery, seamanship and damage control, sentry duty and military drill, physical fitness, first
aid and survival.
During the training recruits
complete tests and interviews to
determine their future assignments
In the Navy. Upon completion of
training they are assigned to service schools for technical training
or to ships and shore stations for
on-the-job training in a specialized
Navy rating.
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GIFTS FOR EVERYONE! 3 DAYS ONLY! REGISTER
!
• FOR STEREO FOR ADULTS & BIKES FOR KIDS

FREE

INSTANT TELEVISION! NO WANG FOR WARMUPS1
SALE PRICED ...LOWER
THAN EVER BEFORE!

23" IMPERIAL

41113111W

CONSOLE TV

i -,..„.....--r llINNIMMI".
s
vis

19" Imperial TV
PLUS

99"

$ 34.
Both For
P.C..1440
$
8.88
15
With Working
Trade

•Finest detailed reception in
fringe areas!
•20,000 volts of picture power for
clearer, brighter viewing!
•Keyed automatic gain control!
•Twin speakers for the finest in
FM sound reproduction!
•Genuine veneer hand rubbed mahogany cabinet!
•Memory tuner eliminates constant adjusting in channel changing!
4? Glare-free tinted safety glass!
$199.88
%ukase, fiedsh 2DC1412 Reg. $249.95

20,000 Volts!
Big Picture Power!
Claar, Sharp Pktvrios1

"Futures" TV Table,
./.

Chrome-Finished!
/novo. Ifforoi•ssly1

Truetone-lst Ch.ice Over 7,000,000 Times!
•3 power stages for best picture anywhere!
NO
•"Up-front" lighted dial and sound system,
MONEY
•Memory timer ... set it and forget id
DOWN
•Safety gloss! Easy-awry handle!

$218.88

Illapie *Isiah 2DC1414 low
$259.95
Alieemoreaseats Are Diagesal

No Money Down with Handy Charge

SAVE

Modern TV Table

Reg. $239.95
With Working
Trade

conomy Special! Flashy
24" or 26" Boy's or Girl's
Jet-Swept Bike

4E01

Ei

NO MONEY DOWN!

Wall
Can Opener

Stiarp Stool
Cutter!

Reg. $1.39

99c

K1006

Powerful magnet secures the

$31.95

Weekly
Onl)
on Handy Charge_

lid!

L. Ft.

•Sturdy, safe 3-bar
cantilever frame!
•Safety coaster brake!
•Comfortable white
vinyl-covered saddle!
•Sparkling chromed
hubs and handlebars!
•Rear reflector for safe
night ridirig!

3-Qt. Electric
Corn Popper

$2.97

2FC2016,17,2516,17

Reg. $3.95
KlX/0
Automatic stiri
Lift-oat server!

S Z LE'R!
9 Volt
.C4IX

REVEL

Transistor
Radio Battery
B412 - B

rici,*elle

If/es/ern
flyer

Reg' 24c

KA115
Won't skidl
Easily cleaned!
1 6"x20"I Blackl

lig **trail Olocioalbm
•.••••. •••e•
PO taellal 1/1111141.1
tOrrofillel, ••••••

pseeisise••••••ii
nonillion
4-qtgiiiiii ....•...il
1t04
Azokiltaa oille.411011
ilstablitt4ire,,,,
ap,..yea

it
,,.140.3.•
00ad sais*

Vadtillaitli
.,
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318300-3

16" it 20"

Reg. 90c

26.95
FAN FORCED ELECTRIC HEAT!
FURNACE - TYPE THERMOSTAT!

59c
Base Board
Electric Heater

Fiberglass
Furnace Filter
Reg. 72c

49c

No Money
Down!

$41.88

55c
Reg. $43.95

Reg. 79c
704242 w/7013
lighti
"rod-h•ood"
Chroinoil

LERI
Davis Deluxe®
Bike Tire and Tube

$2.99

Portable Electric Exciting Now
Space Heater Traction Sent

19c
Welcome
Rubber
Door Mat

Save! Flashlight
Plus 2 Free
Batteries!

24" or 26" Boy's or
Girl's Deluxe Tank
Style Sonic Flyer

•Flashing chromed fenders!
•Whitewall tires! Luggage
rack! Rocket headlamps!
•3-coat flamboyant finish,..
boy's red ... girl's blue!

Glistening'Enamel

Finish ... Boy's in
Red ... Girl's Blue!
Western Flyer ... America's 1st Biking Choice Over 4,600,000 Times!

710603

•oealt. 04440
TREYNOR, IOWA-Army Sgt.
Charles L. Frost, whose wife Ruth,
lives at 246 Morningside, Council

Pai

B-A-BB-N C3

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT! 202 LAKE ST. Phone 28

LACKLAN'D AFB, Tex.- Larry
M. Nace of Paducah, Ky., has been
commissioned a second lieutenant
in the United States Air Force
upon graduation from Officer
Trainiftg School here.
Lieutenant Nace was selected
for the training course through
examinations with
competitive
other college graduates. He is being reassigned to Tyndall AFB,
Fla., for training as a weapons
controller.
The lieutenant, who received a
B. S. degree from Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn., is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Nace of
305 N. 34th St., Paducah. He also
attended the University of Kentucky and is a member of Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
Lieutenant Nace's wife, Peggy,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Counce of 136 Broadway,
South Fulton, Tenn.

GREAT LAKES, Ill., - John E.
Bennett, 19, son of Mrs. W. B. Bennett of 105 Valley St., Fulton, Ky.,
is undergoing nine weeks training at the Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
The program includes naval
history and organization, ordnance
and gunnery, seamanship and
damage control, sentry duty and
military drill, physical fitness, first
aid and survival.
During the training recruits receive tests and interviews which
determine their future assignments in the Navy. Upon completion of training they are assigned
to service schools for technical
instruction or to ships and shore
stations for on-the-job training in
a specialized Navy rating.

Clarke of the University of KenLibrary
tucky Department of
Science, who point out that established libraries not only need
more staff members to cope with
the "explosion" of knowledge, but
that many new libraries are being
started by business .7:id industry.

Bring the
Family! Let's Get Acquainted!

Hundreds of Items for Entire
3-Day Sale Starts TODAY!
Come In! Shop Around! Save! Family at Deep-Cut Prices!

COAST 0 FSOU'rHERN CALIF.
-Thomas Clark, commissaryinan
Second class, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Clark of Route 1, Wingo, Ky., serving aboard the attack
transport USS Calvert operating
out of San Diego, Calif., participated in extensive amphibious
operations conducted Sept. 16
through 27 off the coast of Southern California.
Dubbed "Exercise Merit Badge",
the maneuvers were designed to
provide training in amphibious
landings, replenishment at sea
exercises, shore bombardment,
reconnaissance and Marine maneuvers ashore.
Twenty-two Pacific Fleet ships
and more than 13,000 Marines took
part in the landing exercise.

FORT SILL, OKLA.-Army Pvt.
Kenneth E. Mulcahy, whose wife,
Jean, lives on Route 5, Fulton,
Ky., completed advanced artillery
training as a cannoneer at The Artillery and Missile Center, Fort
Sill, Okla., Sept. 20.
Mulcahy entered the Army last
May and completed basic combat
training at Fort Polk, La.
The 22-year-old soldier, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Mulcahy,
Route 1, Water Valley, is a 1959
graduate of Fulton High School.

UK PROFESSORS CITE
NEED FOR LIBRARIANS
Because tne number and types
of books read • -• Americans rises
constantly wit'- the national level
of education, tha United States
faces a great need for more librarians to obtain, organize and pass
out the information which readers
are looking for. So say Professors
William Katz and Norman Ford

Safe, portable electric
heating! 2-foot model!

$9.99
Eaay Terms

5.70:15
Nock
Talmo Typo

$16

Reg. $4.22
Any size
F582643924 with tubiol
Illackwall

98 •

•

LA

•Plits Fed. tax
me Trod.-la
1411•41•11

Transmission Fluid

•13% wider tread! Up to 20%
longer mileage!
•100% Du Pont Nylon
stronger-than-steel tire cord!
•Easy riding-amazingly quiet!
•Full traction remains for
life of tread!
•Twice the fulling power!

I

ii

Reg. 49c

3E.
as.

quart
For use in automatictransmissions
and power steering units!

S Z L,ER
Tisholeas
Whitewall
Pm

thickwall

6.50/6.00x15 $17.48
8.20/8.00x15
$17.48
7.003E14
$18.98
7.50x14
$20.98
8.60x14
$22.95
8.50x14
6.50/6.00x13 $15.98

$30.98
$20.48
$21.48
$23.98
$25.98
$18.98

Tirbe Type
elasekvfoll
Mae

6.70x15
7.10x15
7.80x15

Battery Booster
Cables

$16.98
$18.98
$20.98

$1.18
Reg. $1.69
Avoid stalls!
14099

Remaine. 12-V. only

of KenLibrary
at estabLly need
ope with
edge, but
are being
ndustry.
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Let's Go Fishing

Warren And Williamson Are Kennel
Editors; Other Positions Filled
"From the FHS Kennel"
The 1963-1964 Kennel staffs
have been announced. Heading
the editorial staff this year are
Linda Warren and Greg Williamson as ce-editors. Managing editor
is Jeannie Hinton who will work
with the editors. The job of news
editor goes to Andy Batts who will
write front page stories as well as
other things. The co-feature editors are Sandra Ballow and Carolinda Hales; they will write feature stories and the Chit-Chat
column. The assistant feature editor is Carol Luther.
The chore of getting the copy in
on time and then typing it goes to
the copy editors, Judy Hoodenpyle and Sandra Cash. Writing up
the sports events will be the job of
Teddy Barclay and Rodney Foster.
Jane Warren will serve as exchange editor and Nancy Williamson will be her assistant.
This year's business manager is

CONCERT
Martin, Tennessee
UTMB Field House

Sunday, Oct. 27
3 P. M.
IN
PERSON

Linea
mut, ILA
ftaya.i_ Caned;atm_
The Sweetest Music

This Side cf Heaven"
Reserve Seats .. 83.00
General Adm. .. $2.50
For Tickets Write
Gene Stanford
UTMB - Martin, Tenn.
Enclose stamped envelope

—Sponsored By—
Martin Rotary Club
".22"
Shorts

Fteg. 60c

48c

lashlight
2 Free
.eries1

SUNSET COURT
on Reelfoot Lake
One mile below Samburg
Motor Boats
$3.00
Outboard & paddle .... $1.00
Baits and guides

Nancy Treas. She will be in
charge of the financial aspects of
the Kennel. Gerald Bradley and
Phyllis Crocker, serving as sales
managers, will be selling ads.
Betty Bennett and Sylvia Carden
advertising managers, will design
the ads.
Circulation managers, Ken Morgan and Wayne Lohaus, will see
that the Kennel is mailed out on
time. Special reporters are Sara
Jape Poe and Terry Willingham.
Ronnie Hamra, as the photography
editor, will be in charge of taking all the pictures. Drawing the
cartoons will be the cartoonists,
Jerry Wells and Mike Crider.
The reporters for 1963-1964 are
Margaret Omar, Carol Dunn, Paul
Westpheling, Sally Pirtle, Freddie
Wells, Carolyn Fly, Ward Bushart,
Brenda McBride, Steve Jones,
John Reed, and Randall Roper.

—Don Sensing—

Dine and Dance At The

STRATA CLUB
Martin, Tennessee

Now under new management
Orchestra every Saturday nite

* Steaks

Sportive Look Is
Style This Fall
"From the FHS Kennel"
Fashion has taken a new turn
this fall. The Country Look is now
in vogue. To achieve this sportive
look many different materials have
been used. One such is Indian
Bleeding Madras. This cloth, imported from India, will bleed, or
fade, when washed. Articles for
use from head to foot have been
fashioned from madras. Scarves,
blouses, skirts, purses, and even
tennis shoes of madras are now
quite popular.
Corduroy is certainly no stranger to the fashion world. Wale
corduroy, the larger rimmed type,
is widely used for jumpers, skirts,
and dresSes.
Suede cloth is considered very
sharp, having skirts, weskets,
jumpers, and many other garments
made from it.
Practically the biggest news in
fashion is the shift. The almost
shapeless dress can either be worn
with or without the belt. Shifts are
seen from the most casual of
dress ot the more formal attire of
evening.
The clothes are not all that have
changed. Hair has become sleeker
as in contrast to the teased bouffants.
All in all fashion has become
more casual and more practical.
How long this trend will last is
not known, but it is certainly in
keeping with the liveliness and
vivaciousness of today's teenagers.

* Smorgasbord
served in the main ballroom
throughout the evening. For
reservations call 587-2964,
Martin.

THE FACULTY AT SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL FOR THE 1963-4 YEAR: (seated, 1 to r): Mrs. Robert Thompson, home economics;
Mrs. Clifford Ferguson, english; Mrs. Buddy Roberts, girls phy-ed and basketball; Mr. Lester Betty, Principal; Miss Camelia Cunningham,
librarian and latin; Mrs. Bill Nelms, math; Mrs. Charles Cannon, biology; Mrs. W. B. Minis, english. (standing, 1 to r): Clifford Wright,
chemistry and physics; Roland Bell, Commercial and football; Ronnie McAlister, social studies and boys' basketball; Ual Killebrew, industrial arts; Don Stephens, english and french.
—Photo courtesy Gardner's Studio.

Glen and Pauline Hayes
NIIIIIM111111111111111111111111111/

Fulton High Has Sports Spotlight
Many New Faces
"From the FHS Kennel"

Fulton High has many new students this year. Among these are
Danny Pewitt, Michael Stephens,
Anita Kilgo, and Diana Roberts.
Danny, a freshman and a former
resident of Fulton, comes from Water Valley, Ky. He is mainly interested in sports such as baseball
and basketball. He also likes football. When asked his opinion of
FHS, he replies, "I like it better
than I thought I would, and I
don't get lost as I thought I
would."
Diana Roberts, a senior, moved
from Crutchfield. Ky., where she
attended Fulton County High. She
states that her impression of FHS
is that it has a lot of school spirit
and get-up and go.
Michael Stephens, a sophomore,
hails from Cuba, where he attended Cuba High. He likes almost
any sport and plays football at
Fulton. When asked his impression
of Fulton High, he says, "I think
it is a nice school and I'll like goLife is like a school of gladi- ing here."
ators, where men live and fight one
Anita Kilgo, who is a junior,
—Seneca. moved here from Birmingham,
another.
Alabama. Her chief interest is
music, and she plays the piano
and organ. "I really like Fulton
High, and I don't think that I
would care too much about moving back to Birmingham," states
Anita.
Other new students include:
Jewel Alexander, Wardell Maddox, Larry Gene Spinks, Janice
Alexander, Joyce Lee, Joyce
Tharp, Harold Hutcherson, Harry
Hutcherson, Ronald Lewis, Henry
Armstrong, Ronnie Burrow, Paul
Butts, Billy Cooley, Harvey Lynn
Cooley, Joe Roberts, Ronnie
Bequette, Tommy Lynn, and Jennifer Duncan.

55c

I in the State Basketball Tournament. Last year Duane was a regular player on the first team as the
Fulton basketball team were runners-up in the Region.
During the summer Duane plays
baseball with the American Legion
team of Fulton. He also plays on
the high school baseball team.
Duane is not only a good athlete
but an outstanding student also.
He rates high on the academic
honor roll and has kept his name
on the honor roll consistently.
Duane has had several scholarship offers but as yet has not considered any one in particular.

"From the FHS Kennel"
Who said a lineman on a football team couldn't gain honor and
fame? Whoever it was, Duane McAlister has proved him wrong
more than once. Duane participates in three of the four main
sports offered at Fulton High, and
he is outstanding in each of these
three sports.
Duane played first string on last
year's great football team which
had a 9-1 record. Because of his
unlimited defensive abilities he
received honorable mention on the
All-State Team. On this year's
Youth is a blunder; manhood a
team he plays fullback and is dostruggle; old ae a regret.
ing a great job
—Benjamin
Disraeli.
Two years ago Duane went to
Louisville with the basketball
team as Fulton represented Region
B-A-BB-N 63

We are in the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.

ACIatccrel500lls
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

NDARD
IL

Amalleosow.ttnow,<,
.

'

The longest life and the shortest amount to the same. For the
present is of equal duration for
all and what we lose is not ours.
—Marcus Aurelius

w. 79c
ad" lighn

eluxe®
and Tube

PROOF

2.99

g. $4.22
Amy size
Mk hobo!
Mackwall

KENTUCKY
TAVERN

sion Fluid

Taste what extra age can do—

35c

• in autoonsmissions
war stspor!al

Booster
es •

18

g.69
Id Stalls!

1. 12-V. only

OOOOOO ••••,l••••• C•••••av
te•••••••1, ••••••••••• •,‘

* Seafood

taste
that flavor
through
and through!

KENTUCKY TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY 6LENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOUISVILLE- OWENSBORO,
KENTUCKY...8 -YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND.

Guaranteed Radiator Protection
is the surest protection against freeze-ups. Your Standard dealer checks, drains,
flushes your cooling system, replaces worn parts. Only then does he add Atlas
Perma-Guard and attach Standard Oil's guarantee against anti-freeze loss 'til
next April. Guaranteed Radiator Protection is another of the ways—
STANDARD 011- COMPANY (KEN rucKY)

time for

GUARANTEED
RADIATOR
PROTECTION

we take better care of your car!

E. J. McCOLLIJ11, Agent

FULTON,

Y.

Page
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TOillilli) IS OPEN

At NATIONAL STORES
A Wonderful New World Of Exciting Toys for
Christmas 1963 Awaits You At Our Store Now!
Page 6
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Named "Personalities" at Carr Elementary

LAKE ST., FULTON,KY

Miss Dunavent,
Young People
Jimmie Stephens
Organize For
Demo Campaign To Be Married
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., a young
Mayfield attorney, has been appointed by Breathitt-Waterfield
Headquarters as youth advisory
chairman for Fulton, Hickman
and Graves counties for the November 5 election.
Hubbard has named as Fulton
County youth co-chairmen Kenneth Stanley and Mary Grant DeMyer, both of Fulton, and Jim
Shaw, Route 4, Hickman.
On Wednesday Hugh Fly, Fulton City Democratic chairman
named popular Teddy Barclay to
organize young people to bring
out a big vote on November 5.

EIGHTH WADE: Named "Miss" and "Mr" Personality In the Oighth
grade are Mary Jo Westpheling, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling, and Donnie Notes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Noles.

Shop Today — Visit Our Store Today. Lay-Away
Your Selections Now While Stocks Are Full And
Selection Is Best!

Mrs. Pigue To
Head Memorial
Heart Donations
Mrs. Bertes J. Pigue has Veen
appointed to serve as Fulton County Memorial Gifts Chairman for
the Kentucky Heart Association
for the third consecutive year.
The appointment was made by
Charles R. DeSpain, Bardstown,
KHA board chairman.

the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Waynell, to Jimmie Stephens, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernestine Stephens,
Route 1, Wingo.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene King of Birmingham, Alabama and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Dunavant The groom is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Gordie Puckett of Water Valley and the late
Mr. Riley Stephens of Water Valley and Mrs. Ora Box of Fulton.
The bride-elect is a 1960 graduate of Martin High School and is
presently employed by the Henry
I. Siegel Company in South Fulton. The groom is a 1960 graduate
of Hickman County High School.
fre attended the University of
Tennessee at Martin and is now
employed by the General Tire and
Rubber Company in Mayfield.
The wedding will take place at
two o'clock in the afternoon on
November 2 at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ. All friends and
relatives are invited.

UK ARCHAEOLOGISTS
PROBE STATE'S PAST
Extensive spadework by University of Kentucky archaeologists
has laid bare a long history of Indian occupancy of the Bluegrass
State. The finding stems from no
single overnight discovery, but
took shape with years of patient

digging into the remains of once
bustling Indian villages. The painstaking work crf UK excavators has
toppled a long-held view that Kentucky had no permanent prehistoric Indian inhabitants and has
established that Indians were using
this territory at least 10,000 years
ago.

Order this NEW 0.1)AB
"Honest Value"
Today!

Homo

• Expertly prepared • Washed
• Laboratory tested • Free burning • Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove, stoker.

Lump
Nut.
Stoker

DOGS TAXED FOR NAVY
MISS DUNAVANT
London—In 1796 a dog tax was
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Dunavant levied to raise bonus money for
Route 3, Fulton, are announcing British Navy recruits.

CITY COAL COMPANY
--- PHONE 51 —

CLEIARR
T
ANE
CE

SEVENTH GRADE: Named "Miss" and "Mr" Personality in the
seventh grade are Dee Fields, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields,
Leader for the second session of
and Dennis Lohaus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lohans.
Christian Social Relations study,
"The Christian Family And It's
Money," at the First Methodist
Church on October 21, was Mrs:
Arch Huddleston. Her subject was
"Family Spending" and she mentioned taxes, giving and savings.
Mrs. Virgil Davis gave as the devotional "God And Dirty Dishes"
(Mon. - Tues. - Wed.)
by Roy L. Smith, dealing with the
inner resources of our lives.

51 /111LIE

3- DAY SPECIAL!

DRESSES

75c
1-Hour Service Anytime

Support Asked
To Keep Down
Grass Fires

Happy Day Professional
Dry Cleaning - Laundry
201 WEST STATE LINE - PHONE 9180
* Shirt Laundry
• Complete professional dry cleaning
• 1-hour service
convenience
your
• Drive-in window for
* Call office
anytime, 7: am to 4: pm Monday thru Saturday
open 6: am - 9: pm.

4
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FOR QUALITY BUYERS!
FOR BARGAIN HUNTERS!

G. A. Harrington, fire guard,
Division of Forestry, is requesting
residents in Fulton and Hickman
Counties to continue to give their
support in helping prevent field
and forest fires during this serious
drought period.
Mr. Harrington urges all persons to observe the burning law
which prohibits starting fires before 4:30 p. m. and to start no
fires without first taking all precautions to prevent spreading.

WAREHOUSE SPECIALS
THIS GROUP MUST MOVE TO
MAKE ROOM FOR NEW STOCK!
TUBELESS, TUBE-TYPE I BIG
SIZE RANGE — WHITEWALLS
AND BLACKS.

PRICES START AT

21.95

HERE'S THE HAPPY HUNTING GROUND! WHITEWALLS! BLACKWALLS! YEAR'S BIGGEST ASSORTMEN
OF TIRES . . . ALL AT SMASHING LOW CLEARANCE
PRICES! -

RETREAD'S
WHITEWALLS! BLACKWALLSI
NEARLY EVERY SIZE MADE...WITH
SHOULDER-TO-SHOOLDER RETREADS ...
NOT EVERY-DAY RECAPS. ALL LIVE,
FIRST. QUALITY B.F.GOODRICII "BIG
EDGE" TREAD.

PRICES START AT

8
.95

• '47.4fsr:
•Prices plus tax and tire off your car

CUB SCOUTS MEET
Den 8, Cub Scouts, met October
21 at the home of the den mother.
Refreshments were served by Robert Burrow. Brad Boggess showed
some interesting games Which he
had made for one of his achievements.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Glenn Perry
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MOVING TO
NEW LOCATION!

Mrs. Huddleston
Leads Study Program

Those present were divided into
"buzz" groups and each group
was asked to list possessions which
can be converted into cash, possessions worth money but which cannot be converted into cash and
possessions of value not included
in either of the former categories.
The meeting was dismissed with
prayer by Mrs. Vyron Mitchell.

WE
Bo

State

This is a year round-service
which is offered to the residents
of the county. Memorial gifts are
tax exempt, are earmarked for research and are reported as part of
the annual total of contributions
to the local Heart Fund, but are
separate from the annual drive
made each February.

LADIES PLAIN I-PC
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Charlie Scates Store
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.
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Jenkins Says
Moritz Resigns As Electric System McConnell Was
Manager;Holloway Named Successor "Pastoriank"

Harold Moritz, Superintendent
of the Fulton electric system since
its beginning in May 1962, submitted his resignation to the Fulton Plant Board Monday night.
Moritz will return to his native
Arkansas to enter private business
at Stuttgart. His resignation is effective December 1. A popular
figure both in his work and as a
citizen of the community, Moritz'
departure will be greatly regretted
by all who have known and worked with him. He gave "personal
business reasons requiring his return to Arkansas" as dictating his
resignation here, stating that he
'had never had the opportunity
to be associated with a finer or
more sincere board".
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Earl A. Holland, manager of a
large electric cooperative in Arab,
Alabama, has been named as
Moritz' successor.
Mr. Holloway is 47 and a graduate of Coyne Electric School in
Chicago. He has been employed
by the Alabama Power Company,
and worked with electrical contractors at Fort McClellan, Anniston, Ala., at Spartansburg, S. C.,
and Charleston, S. C. Since 1947
he has been manager of the Arab
Electric Cooperative.
He is married and has two sons
and a daughter. He is a Baptist,
Mason, member of the Lions Club
and past president of the North
Alabama Power Distributors Association.

Water Valley Bank Robbers
Bound Over To Grand Jury
At an examining trial in Mayfield Wednesday morning two men
ankbted last week in connection
with the armed robbery of the
bank at Water Valley, Ky., were
waived to the grand jury.
The men being held in the case
are Herbert P. Hurt, Jr., 27, Paducah Route 7 and Albert C. Taylor, 48, Nashville.
Both men are being held in the
jail at Mayfield since they are
unable to post $7500 bond.
Police still believe that a third
man, as yet unidentified, was involved in the robbery but as yet
have nothing to report on him.
Taylor was picked up while
tampering with a car on a used
car lot at 13th & Broadway.

Henry said today the vehicle which
Hurt was driving, also identified
as being the same car seen at a
Fulton motel Sunday night, had
been stolen from Nashville in August.
Henry said a Mr. Lohaus, manager of the Kingsway Motel in
Fulton, positively identified Taylor as the man who checked in at
his motel Sunday night before the
robbery, along with two other
men.

When Ben Jenkins, who lives
near McConnell sees his old
friend T. J. Burke of Fulton the
pair will have some king-size
reminiscing to do. Mr. Jenkins,
who says he went to school with
Mr. Burke, answers a question
put to us last week by Mr.
Burke.
Mr. Jenkins says that:
'What was once called "Pastortank" is now McConnell,
Tennessee. There was once an
old water mill on the North
Fork Obion River. The Illinois
Central Railroad built a coal
chute there and trains stopped
for water and coal. The place
was called "Pass-a-tank." Later
was known as Edgar, then McConnell.

HOSPITAL NEWS

ACRES
OF
FREE
PARKING

ggly Wiggly

,

FRESH

PORK STEAK __ __ Lb. 49c

FRESH BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST

LEAN MEATY

SPARE RIBS

Lb. 49c

DAVIS

lb. 39c
SWIFTS

SAUSAGE _ _ _ Lb. Pkg. 49c
SLICED BACON _ _ _ Lb. 49c

in •

BIG 24 OZ.

Chili

CA3NS $1

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Garland Merryman, Mrs. Ellis
Heathcock, Mrs. Donald Charleston, Mrs. William Pillow, Mrs.
Garvis Holly, Fulton; Mrs. Don
King and baby, Jarnes Sparks,
Mrs. James Sillman, Robert Davis,
Jr., South Fulton; Mrs. Wallace
Burnham, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Lewis Murphy, Crutchfield; Mrs.
Britt Baker, Union City; Mrs.
Lewis Boaz, Wingo; Mrs. Euwin
Rowland, Pilot Oak.

Lohaus said Taylor registered
for himself and two other men in
JONES HOSPITAL
the following names: Elbert C.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Carter,
Turner, C B. King, and C. L.
Cooper, all of Johnson City, Tenn. Mary Nell Page, Mrs. A. J. Gardner, Mrs. Wes Davis, Ben Morris,
Henry said Lohaus became su- Katherine Smith, R. T. Brawn,
Paducah Chief of Police Paul spicious and jotted down the li- Chuck Williams, Mrs. Monroe
Holland said Taylor was carrying cense number of the car--1Y5166 Stowe, Mrs. Elvis Ferguson, Ful$2,155.55 on him at the time hie Tennessee. The car Hurt was driv- ton; Mrs. Charles Bushart, Mrs.
ing when he was picked up in Pa- Jerry Baker, Union City; Mrs.
was arrested.
ducah had the same license, Henry Ruth Cloys, Cayce; Mrs. Velma
Hurt was picked up in a separ- said.
Lafuze, Mrs. W. W. Colburn,
ate arrest some 10 blocks away
Dukedom; Mrs. Will Puckett,
Larry Seay, Fulton auto sales- Dresden.
about 5 minutes later when he
"bortwo
men
was seen driving a 1952 Cadillac, man from whom
similar to the one identiffed as rowed" a 1963 convertible believed
FULTON HOSPITAL
the second get-away car used by used in the bank robbery Monday
Mrs. E. E. Huffman, Carbie Lou
and Charles Bennett, farmer who Bolin, Mrs. W. J. Faulkner, Mrs.
the robbers.
was in the bank during the rob- J. W. Elledge, Bobby Snider, ClarState Police Detective C. D. bery, both picked Hurt out of a
ence Pillow, Mrs. Archie Martin,
Fulton; Sammie Morris, South
Fulton; Waymon Hancock, Route
1, Fulton; Henry Sills, Route 2,
Fulton; Harold Andrews, Burch
Moon, Mrs. Grace Griffin, Route
with your
3, Fulton; Mrs. Jimmy Purcell and
baby, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Orville
Smith, elinton; Mrs. Onie Farmer, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Bob
Choate, Wingo; Mrs. Voris Clark,
Mrs. Donna Vaughn, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Lloyd Wiggins, Lloyd
Insurance Coverage
Wiggins, Route 2, Wingo; Mitchell
and rates?
Bevell, Mrs. Ed Work, Webb
Brown, Dukedom; Robert RickIf not Mail This Coupon!
man, Route 1, Dukedom; Mrs. Lee
Roberts, Martin; Mrs. Shirley Milton, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Debbie
NO AGE LIMIT
Grissom, Route 2, Water Valley;
MEN, 18-60 (Inclusive)
$2.00 month
Harold Shaderick, Columbus; Mrs.
Berth Cobb, Route 4, Union City;
WOMEN, 18-60 (Inclusive)
$2.35 month
C. P. Bradley, Hickman.
CHILDREN, up to 19
$1.00 month
MEN AND WOMEN, 61-75
$4.05 month
(Inclusive)
police lineup of eleven men at
MEN AND WOMEN, 76-85
(Inclusive)
$4.80 month
Paducah.
Neither made posite identificaMEN AND WOMEN. OVER 85. No Age Limit
$6.10 month
tion, however.
For complete information mail today to
Seay said Hurt looked like the
WABASH LIFE INS. CO., BOX 415 FULTON, KY.
man who drove off in the automobile — and Bennett said he
No Obligation
looked like the man in the bank
who had the gun.
$6,024 was taken at the Water
Name
Valley bank by two men who entered the building shortly before
Address
12:45 p. m.
City
Mrs. Laura Stephens, cashier,
Age ......• •. • • •
was in the bank alone at the time.
She said one of the men, wearing
a straw hat and rubber gloves,
approached her window and asked
for change for a $5 bill.
She said the man explained his
reason for wearing the gloves was
—Served in this area by—
an allergy on his hands.
JOSE A.OTANO
He later, whipped out a pistol
and said, "give me the moneybags."
After she told him where the
money was, Mrs. Stephens said
he tied her up, sealed her mouth
with tape, and forced her to lie
on the floor.
In the meantime, Criarles Bennett entered the bank while the
holdup was in progress, and he,
•
too, was bound and gagged.
The men fled after the robbery,
driving off in convertible which
they had left parked in front of
the bank with the motor running.
Mrs. Stephens was able to free
herself within minutes and immediately notified State Police.
The convertible believed used
$1.25
1,4 Pint
in the robbery was found abanWALNEn
$4.00
doned in a small woods several
miles from the scene of the robFifth
TIN HIGH
bery.

ARE YOU SATISFIED

ACCIDENT
& HEALTH

WABASH LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Indianapolis Indiana

44WALKER

SWIFTS

SOUTHERN BELLE

WIENERS
Lb. Pkg.

SLAB BACON
BY THE PIECE

LB.

49c 29c

PALACE

3 - 46 oz. CANS MAXWELL HOUSE
The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday, October 23:

WED. IS
ALWAYS
DOUBLE
STAMP
DAY

SWIFTS LUNCHEON

12 OZ.

Prem chs $1

4 JARS

KRAFT

PINEAPPLE JUICE ___ $1.00 COFFEE __ 10 oz. Jar $1.39 MARSHMALLOW Creme $1.00
SWIFTS
5 - 4 oz. CANS
5 1-2 CAN
BRITEX BLEACH PT __ 10c VIENNA SAUSAGE ___ $1.00 ARMOURS Potted Meat 10c
THE FINEST

16 oz. BOTTLE MAXWELL HOUSE

SPRAY STARCH

49c COFFEE

BLUE PLATE

ICE

Lb.Can 66c ICE MILK_ _

OT. JAR

BRIGHT STAR

25 LB. BAG

Mayonnaise 39c FLOUR.
CAMPBELLS

6 CANS CAMPBELLS

1-2 Gal. 39c

49

$1•

7 CANSIKLLYS

SOUPS

Meat Varietys $1.00 SOUPS Veg. Varieties $1.00 PORK
101-2 Can 49c
MARTHA WHITE
CAKE MIXES 10 Boxes $1.00 VELVEETA 2 Lb. Box 89c FLOUR 10c Off 5 Lb.Bag 5k
REG. PKG. ALL SWEET
PARD
SILVER DUST 5c OFF 30c OLEO
4 Lb. Cr!. $1.00 DOG FOOD 25 Lb. Bag $1.99

PY-O-MY

PENN CHAMP

Permanent Type

GaL

3- LB. CAN

nil-freeze 1" CRISCO 69c
"BETTER MAID"

ALL 12 oz. Pkgs.
At This Price
One Time Only

LIMA BEANS
BLACKEYE PEAS
NAVY BEANS
NORTHERN Beans

10c

FLAME TOKAY

.Bordsi(iee
MONEY ORDERS
_

THIS WEEK...
FIRST BIG WEEK — Now through Saturday Oct. 26. Join the thousands who started
sets last week. No limit on the number of pieces
you can buy--one for each five dollars in purchases. See the schedule below for remaining
weekly offers, then hurry on out to Piggly Wiggly, your friendly food store.

6

0410Mittet

GRAPES

8c

U.S. NO. 1 Red Wisconsin 20 Lb.

POTATOES 69c

PER
PKG.
NO LIMIT

•

LB. ONLY

10" INCH PLATE
wilh
each
$5.00
purclase

PER

UNIT
Wed. Is
Always
Double
Stamp
Day
We are now beginning our second 5 week period. For these
beautiful dishes
be sure and start
your
set this
week with the 10
inch dinner plate

SELECT.
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land

sos-a

KY.

ft.;;;;;;4•00
/
1
4
.4117.:10.
4.

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

BIG OIL FIELD FOUND
ALGIERS — A new oil field has
been found in the Sahara near
Gassi-Touil in Algeria. The discovery is reported to be important both because of the size of
the reservoir and the quality of
the oil.

Prices In This Ad Good Thru. Sat. Oct.26— We Rose rye The Right To Limit Open Nitely 7 Days Till 9 pm.
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SAME OLD STORY!

CAUGH
GE T
DON'T
With Your
F-0-5* DOWN
%Warp's FLEX-0-GLASS, that is.
Cover all openings NOW
(doors, windows, porches) that
let in cold winter drafts. Just
cut Warp's FLEX-0-CLASS
with shears, tack.over screens
or frames for low-cost winter
protection. Warp's genuine,
crystal-clear FLEX-O -GLASS
lasts for years at a fraction
the cost of glass. Only 870 a
square yard at your local hardware or lumber dealer.

•

A boy and girl ... he carries her books to school ... they share stories and laughter
... yes, it's the same old story, but it's all new to them. Even though we have seen it
many times before, we receive joy in seeing their joy.
From the beginning of man's time on earth, God has revealed himself to man, and
man has told others about God, and how much God has done for man. Through centuries the story has not changed, but there are many who have not heard the story.
Invite someone to church this Sunday. It may be their first opportunity to hear of
God's great love.

3IARDA RAY .PHELPS, age 3,
pretty daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Phelps of Fulton Route 5,
was a recent visitor to Gardner
s
'
Studio to have this smiling picture
taken

• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Maurer
(Last Week)
The weather

here in

Detroit

•••••

"For God so loved the
world that he gave his
only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."

AirMstVM

•••••

FRI
St."

is

John 3:16

really wonderful and the trees are
all in color.
sympathy

deepest

Our

Rev.

to

Pete Myers on the loss of his wife,
Manola, who passed
ly. We

at

First

away recent-

Church

send

our

family.
Our deepest sympathy also to
the Kidd family of Dexter, Missouri on the loss of their mother,
Ruth, who passed away recently
at the age of 56 years.
deepest sympathy to the

•CRYSTAL CLEAR
•CUT,TACK, SEW or

SEAL

Also,

•HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
INA LritoTiC/010
OuRPOTuASCOVItS

SUM&
1114140004

004Cil
OLICSOLIOIS

Brown

the

to

family

the

on

Abie

of

death

of

Mr.

Brown
'
s father, who died

in Flor-

ida on Saturday. October

12. The

body

was

brought

back

to

De-

troit for interment.
Mrs.

A HUDDLESTON CO.

Ann

McDonald

Joseph Hospital in

is

in

St.

Pontiac, Mich.

Her home address is 132 Elmwood
Avenue, Clawson, Mich. Cards will

Main Street

welcome from friends.
Gerry Massey and David Bowden were dinner guests of Roy
and Lucille Maurer Sunday in
honor of David's and Lucille's
birthdays. A few friends dropped
in to wish them greetings of the
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy McAlister
became the proud parents of a
baby girl, barn the 6th of October.
Mother and baby are fine, so is
Hardy.
There was a baby shower at the
church Friday night for Mrs.
Helen Nunn, the wife of the pastor, and 35 ladies came to wish
her well and open the gifts with
her.
Lucille's poison ivy is pretty
be very

Ira n sparen
Plastic

I

Senn"
PLASTIC Smut

STORM
WINDOW
KIT35

16 Foot
Piles AlOul•IN• • 04•113
To
T•cs
014

Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35

Fulton

well healed

s(44ai
The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this pounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold and participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of
God.

JUN
beth
Gan

up by now, for which

she is glad.

Transparent
Plastic

STORM
WINDOW
KIT
36
.
'372"
34•1•11iC Smut •

Plea
T

040
MOUtillil• 4
• • •

Nags

A. C. Butts & Sons
E. State

Line

Phone 202

HAVE /h

Congratulations to James and
Frances Garland on their 18th
wedding anniversary. As their
daughter Janice says, I was their
anniversary present.
We are having good attendance
at our church services, so if in
Detroit, come out and see for
yourself. You'll be glad you did.
Thanks for the news and keep
calling. I will be looking for a call
from you. If you don't no one will
know it but you. Call me at
8393074.
$4 - BILLION IN GULF
New York — The United States
oil industry has spent more than
four billion dollars in the Gulf of
Mexico since its first major oil
field there was found 25 years
ago.
B-A-BB-N 63

Latest Record Flits
Pop - Religious - Western
Only

•CRYSTAL CLEAR

SEAL

• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS
POacw
locLosuilS

HMI ON

ITOIN
IMINDOWS

ia

29¢
Ils.Pt.
36 lash odds

voila PikorlefOOS
Motion COLISINS

T-4
..
.
err

WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake

33 An 45 RPM;
HIFI,STEREO
Joy Lynn Records
308

Walnut

Phone 260

WE HAVE THE GENUINE

WINDOW
.0Z,
MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
Chross•r 'Nan glass—For Storm
Doors ar.d Windows, Porch End.

CA
th•n gloss—tor Storm
Doors and Windows Porch Ind oo

QUALITY

26

FLEX-0-GLASS
GLASS-0-NET

LEX-0-GLASS
LASS-0- NET

•
ViTYR-U-CILASS

t
o
3WYR-0- GLASS

CREEN- GLASS

EN-GLASS

_.,..attOLEX-0-PANE
10. •••••

TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us after church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner Highway 45E

2
)FLEX0
-PANE

••••0000000•.......

Fulton Ildw.&Furn. Co. Builder's Supply, Inc.
208 Lake
Phone 1
501 Walnut

Phones 96, 99

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky

HICKORY LOG
HENRY I. SIEGEL,INC.
AIRLINE GAS CO. of FULTON,INC
Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, KY-

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
207 E.
Fourth
Fulton, Ky.

HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

Home Cooked Meals - Home Baked Pies
Pit Barbeque - Dorothy Parton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton., Hy.
Phones 70 & 428

PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813
Fulton, Ky.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky

Serving this area since 1897
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve System

JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

WE HAVE THE
GENUINE

TOP QUALITY
InliPt
WINDOW
14
:,:s."
MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD

•

Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee

Phone 28

R
e
aTOP

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial Association and Is

Compliments of:

•

• CUT,TACK, SEW or

:,otsmanAdv. Ser., P. O. Box 20067, Dallas 20,Texas

WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements of:

YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE

Grocery - Feed & Seed Mill

FALL & FALL INSURANCE
"Ask your Neighbors allout our service"
Fulton, Kentucky

DARI CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert
Fulton, Ky.

Home owned and operated

BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT

FULTON BANK

Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin H'way

"Complete Banking Service"
Phone 2
Fulton, Ky.

ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN

JET LANES
no - 4th St. Fulton, Ky.

Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City lirway
Phone 253

COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
309 Walnut St.
Fulton, Ky.

OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130
Fulton, Ky.

PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton

PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church

FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Phone 447

KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS

We specialize in all types of floral designing. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
Hosp. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-508

MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all occasions FTD Wire Service
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McNutt
Phone 49

JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP

Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in this
area - $08 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners

South Fulton Names Class Officers

II

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS AT SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL (1 to r): Christina McKinney,
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS AT SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL: (1 to r): Mollie Alexander,
Steve Green, ntesident, Nancy Jones and Diane Fos- ter. Photo courtesy Gardner Studio.
Susan Burrow,Jack Simpson,President, Donnie Parr, Linda Holland, Dickie Gossum and Dienise Barnes.
Photo courtesy Gardner Studio.
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Harvey Vaughan.

Our sympathy goes out to thr
McClure family in their loss o'
their husband and father, Goebe
McClure, who passed away
short time ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Murph:
and Judy and Mr. and Mrs. Fran
cis Smith of Mayfield were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. C
House and Mrs. Ruth Weems.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr o'
Lone Oak were Sunday dinne
guests of her pal ents, Mr. an.
Mrs. Roy Emersc i.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews an
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire wer
Saturday night visitors in thc
Oliver Taylor home.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates c
Mayfield called on his brothel
Harry Yates, and Mrs. Yates Sun
day afternoon.
Bro. Lawrence Smithrnier, whr
resides in Murray, filled the pulpi
at Bethlehem Sunday. His father
Bro. Tom Smithmier, is we7
known in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott an
daughters have returned to thei'
home in South Pittsburg, Tenn
after visiting their parents her.
and at Mayfield a few days.
Mesdames Lennie -HouSe an
Ruth Weems called on Mrs. Eva
line Yates one afternoon last week
We extend our sympathy to Mr
and Mrs. H. W. Rucidle in the los,
of his only sister, Mrs. Nora Casey
who passed away early Saturda:
morning.
The Oliver Taylors called in th(
Dewey Fields home Sunday after
noon. Other visitors were Mr. an
Mrs. Porter Fields of Mayfield.

Terrell, Mrs. Clara Nix, Billie
James Clark, who was injured Copeland, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. HarMrs. Elyn Coffman received in an accident when
his trailer vey Vaughan and Mr. a-' Mrs.
word that li sr niece Kay had truck overturned near St. Louis, Morrison.
passed away last Thursday, after is improving in the Obion County
several months illness. Shoe is re- Hospital.
B-A-113-N C3
B-A-BB-N 63
membered as Kay Kennedy, who
J. T. Simpson appears to be
lived in this community when her slightly improved.
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
mother, Nell Hagler Kennedy,
Mrs. Jim Burke is improving
taught at Chestnut Glade. She was
nicely at her home after being a
25 years of age and is survived by
patient in the Fulton Hospital last
her husband and three small chilweek.
dren, also one brother. She has
lived in Florida for the past sevThe Couples Club of this comeral years, where the funeral and munity enjoyed a birthday supper
burial was on Saturday.
with Ches Morrison Saturday
night. Those present were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann spent 1 Mrs. Irvin Brundige,
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton
Mr. and Mrs.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Van Brann, Mr. and Mrs. Durrell

age

For Fine Liquors

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS AT SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL:(1 to r): Charles Colley, Mary Elizabeth Fields, Patricia Connell, Lynn Jetton, Vava Fin ch and President Corky Stinnett. Photo courtesy
Gardner Studio.

SILVER DOLLARS for ONLY 88c each this Sat. Only, Only
50 to be sold with a minimum $2-00 purchase, Limit - one to a
customer. Get yours early! — And for anotber SILVER DOLLAR Bargain this Sat. Only, Regular $9.00 Toaster-Broilers
for only $3.95 we have several but the supply is limited.
For these and many other bargains shop at the: '

RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
456 LAKE ST.
FULTON, KY.
Why Not Do Your Christmas Shopping Early and Save!

Is

)•

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

WALKER'5

A(exe

The elegant straight bourbon
that aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

FIFTHS $5.39*
$3.39
i
/
1 2 PINT $1./0
STRAILINI BOURBON clisso

8 Y1ARS IRO • 46). ..wno.
NiRAM snislet \OK in. -on.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey FrIelds
Mrs. Dave Mathis is confined
to her bed for the past few days,
suffering from a siege of illness
that has kept her shut in a great
portion of the time. We hope she
will soon be recovered and out
again.
Rev. Raymond Cherry filled the
pulpit at New Salem Baptist
church the past Sunday at both
the 11 a. m. service and evening
worship.
Mrs. Opal Ainley and children
spent Sunday in Nashville, attending the bedside of husband and
father, Harding Ainley, who has
undergone surgery on his limb in
the Veterans Hospital. Every good
wish is extended that he may
soon be restored to former health.
Mrs. J. Lawrence McClain has
returned home from Jackson,
Tenn. where she had eye surgery
two weeks ago. She is now doing nicely, according to late reports from her bedside.
Kennie Donoho arrived home
this week end from Akron,
Ohio, where he has been employed the past sweral months.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bynum, their
daughter Dulcie and Mrs. Jimmy
Sam Bynum of Mayfield were
Sunday afternoon visitors of his
brother, Grant Bynum, and Margaret. They also visited Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Mathis of this village.
Mrs. Pansy McClain arrived last
Sunday from Los Angeles and is
here for a two weeks stay with
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. J.
Lawrence McClain.
Mrs. Horace Henderson is in
Chicago for a few week'- visit with
children, Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGehee and Mr. and Mrs. David
Earl Copeland.
Over at the Bonnie Bowden
farm a new electric well has been
installed just recently, also added
repairs to his corn crib.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Blalock and
daughters Gail, Judy and Diane
were Sunday dinner guests of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gaither Mathis.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

"75,000 NEW JOBS for Kentuckians in the next 4 years"
NED BREATH ITT, Democratic Candidate for Governor

"During our administration my running mate, Harry Lee Waterfield, and I will do everything
possible to promote increased economic growth for Kentucky. We will work to bring 75,000 new
jobs to Kentucky... to improve the economic level of present jobs ...to develop better living
for all Kentuckians."

Here Is part of the Democratic BETTER JOBS PROGRAM:
• Introduction of new industries and plants
• Expansion of existing plants and markets
• More new roads ... improvement of present roads
• Industrial research to develop new products for Kentucky
• Improved vocational training to equip Kentuckians to handle
new and better jobs
• Cooperation with Federal Government to help depressed areas
• Development of good business and economic climate

Vote Breathitt-Waterfield
and the entire Democratic Ticket!
FULTON COUNTY CMZENS FOR BREATHITT—WATERFIELD

• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson
itf Los Angeles, Calif. are visiting
fits sister Mrs. Bessie Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack LeVine of
Urbana, IQ. spent the week end
vith her parents Mr. and Mrs. A.
Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Johnson
-uid Mrs. Bessie Campbell were
ruesday afternoon guests of Mrs.
3aisie Borni,•- ,..nt and Clarice.
Mrs. Clyde Linder and Miss
\Tannic renees and Mrs. Linder's
ittle g:andson were Friday afterloon g.ts of Mrs. Clara Carr.
Mrs. Hubert Wilkins and daugh'er Elizabeth left Sunday on a
.•acation trip to Texas and Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cantrill of
7aruthersville, Mo. and Mr. Dave
Bouldin of near Fulton Were
rhursday afternoon guests of Mrs. FULTON HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR FOOTBALL PLAYERS and homecoming royalty: (seated, L to r):
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Anita Bondurant, Sophomore; little Patricia Robertson, crown bearer; Queen Sally Pirtle, Junior;
Barbara
The friends of 'Rev. and Mrs Brown, Freshma
n; Mary DeMyer, Senior. (Standing, 1 to r): Joe Mac Williams, Gerald Bradley, Duane
1. H. Sullivan are glad to wel-ome them as the new pastor of McAlister, John Rice, John Shepherd, Jerry Kell, Curtis Hancock, Terry Beadles, Teddy Barclay and
he Cayce Baptist Church and his Jerry Elliott.
Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio.
%rife.
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Binkley and
laughters and Mrs. Billie Curt- Mrs. Chester Mist and Deborah of
singer and sons of St. Louis. spent St. Louis visited Mr. and Mrs.
-he week end with their parents, Roy Cruce and Mrs. Mary Cruce
one day last week.
(r. and Mrs. Gentry Harris, Sr.
We are sorry Mrs. Effie Roper
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce of
'lad to return to the hospital for Milan, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce
mother operation on her eye. We of Lone Oak and Mr. and Mrs.
JOHN WATTS
John Elmer Cruce were Sunday
vish her a speedy recovery.
We are glad Jim Ross is able to guests of Mrs. Mary Cruce.
In the Merr.:- his Cm-nrnercial
)e at home after being in the hosPROTECTING STORED GRAIN
Appeal's T963 Plant to Prosper
aital in Memphis and in the FulMr. and Mrs. Reuben Yates
FROM INSECTS
Contest Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
ton- Hospital. We wish him a were Sunday afternoon guests of
speedy recovery.
Now that corn harvest has start- Powell of 7-est State Line, South
Mr. and Mrs. Zell Singleton. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cruce of and Mrs. Harry Yates were late ed, it's time to get off to a good Fulton,
ranked
second among
Walnut Ridge Ark, and daughter, visitors.
start by cleaning refuse grain out Tennessee landowners.
of the crib. Nearly every KenThe A-inners were "acted on
tucky corn crib contains a small the basis of
farm and home imamount ..of grain left from last provements
made during the year
year's crop.
and on efficient management
In most cases this old corn has practices used in the total farmserved as a breeding place for ing operation.
grain insects, especially the grain
Mr. Powell is a brother of Mrs.
weevils. Leaving this old infested E. C. Mosley and
Flynn Powell
grain in the crib is an invitation of Fulton.
to trouble. Thing to do is sweep
it all out and feed or destroy it.
A
Then spray the crib thoroughly
using premium grade Malathion
57 percent liquid. Use this at the
rate of one pint to three gallons
of water. Spray the inside of the
crib until the spray begins to run
off. Also spray outside and underneath the crib and your new crop
of corn will stand a much better
chance of going through the season in good condition.

Fulton County
Agent's News

I

NOTICE TO ALL RESIDENTS
OF THE CITY OF FULTON

Charles PowellFamily Wins In
Farm Contest

Dr. White Is
Named Advisor
To Draft Board
Dr. Richard H. White has been
appointed by the President of the
United States to serve as Medical
Advisor of Selective Service Local
Board No. 111, located at 136
Jackson Street, Hickman, Kentucky.
The oevr appointee is well known
in Fulton County and is now living at Moulton Street, Hickman,
Kentucky. The other members of
the local board are Charles E.
Adams, Route 4; Paul J. Corum,
1203 Magnolia Street; Jesse McNeill, Route 4; James H. Amberg,
Route 4, all of Hickman, Ky. and
Fred E. Homra, 117 Norman
Street, Fulton, Ky.; and the local
board clerk is Mrs. Lena M. Lawson.

Page 10

Grand Chapter Holds
Session In Louisville
The Grand Chapter of Kentucky,
Order of Eastern Star, was held at
the Kentucky Hotel in Louisville
October 20-23.
Attending from Fulton were
Mrs. Irene Dedman, worthy matron; Floyd Dledrnon, worthy patron; Dorothy Williams, associate
matron and Mary Catherine Hancock.

J. D. STUNSON
has opened a garage at the

Texaco Service Station
on West State Line, on highways 51 and 45-W. Thirty
years' experience.

US

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

HIES RIGHT-

NO BITE!

JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

S. P. MORE & CO.

dil

Phone 711, Fulton. Home phone
376-3695, Route 4, Mayfield, Ky.

Yogi! Say they're dolidousi

Each boy becoming eighteen
years of age and living in Fulton
County should visit the local
board and register within five
days after reaching his eighteenth
birthday. The leek at that time
will inform him of his obligation
under the present Selective Service Law.

207 Commercial
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MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

Phone 58

'4.85 iiT5

—Slip Covers; seat covers
— Upholstering (all kinds.
modern arid antique
—Draperies
— Awnings, tarpaulins

s1.55

1/2

YELLOWSTONE

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

The Greatest American Whiskey

AtP,

KLIITUGKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLEDIN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE 01ST., 1.01.14SYILLE-OVIEN8BORO, KY.
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Due to present weather conditions, we are

II

asking that no burning of any kind be done.

This is for the safety of everyone. Leaves

RENOVATING PASTURES

will be picked up by the cty from the curbs.
Glenn Williams
Fire Chief

OPEN AT 6:45

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
DOUBLE-BARRELED EXCITEMENT!
BWIT

KIRK DOUGLAS

MB

LAM
M
.HALW

AWS1.--

GuNFlarr

Arnim QUINN
HALWAWS'-

LASTTRAIN

AT THE

GUN HILL

11K-C
°RBAl
TII00111:01.
0111* s
MIME

71101111COLOW mum Huai

as

SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
TWO A-C-T-I-O-N HITS!
A THUNDERING STORY Of
THE RACE TRACKS!

TIME
CIFIECIFOEME11)
INEXCITING EASTMAN COLOR!
a MOTION PICTURE

INVE5JORS relea_sz.
Add Mat 202

PLUS - 2nd ACTION HIT!
HERE'S A MOVIE OF GREAT IMPACT!
AN UNUSUAL MOTION PICTURE
YOU'LL REMEMBER FOR A LONG TIMEI

MAUREEN

BRIAN

STEVE

CHILL

O'HARA • KEITH • COCHRAN • WILLS
TIRLIGG'Elt
!APP-Y. 1
Formerly 'Deadly Cornpanoons'

Because of moisture conditions
spring is the best time for pasture
renovation but now is a good time
to be getting ready for the job.
Begin by grazing the field and
don't hesitate to graze it close.
This close grazing is necessary in
order to remove most of the herbage so that later an when you
disk the land, those disks will
really go into the ground. Take a
soil sample and put on lime,
phosphate and potash if needed.
After applying lime, phosphate
and potash, disk them in and continue disking until only about half
a stand of grass is left. Disk on the
contour if the land is hilly and
leave the land rough. Get your
clover or other legume seed on
hand now and sow the seed during the last half of next February
or in March.
Pasture renovation is being
done very successfully by many
Kentucky farmers and it seems
now that many Fulton farmers
should try pasture renovation this
year.
About 50 4-H club and FFA
members from Fulton County attended the Mid-South Fair last
Saturday, September 2. Seventeen
entered 4-H club contests. Miss
Rita Thompson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Thompson of
Fulton. won the dress-up division
of the style revue show.
In the livestock judging division,
a Fatstock Team composed of
David Parker. Lynn Major, Joe
Baldridge and Raymond Jones
placed eighth with David Parker
the 10th high in the judging contest.
Another Fatstock team composed of Steve Shaw, Jimmy DeMyer,
Buddy Sublette, and Mike Alexander placed 20th.
In the Dairy juding contests, a
team composed of Monroe Bellew,
Joe Duke, Billy Little, and Truman Johnson placed 17th while
another team composed of Pattie
Hixson, Ruth Ann Burnette, Robbie Sue Champion and Janie
Champion placed 22nd.
These club members were accompanied to Memphis by Harold
Shaw, Ralph Bugg, Mrs. Bertha
McLeod, Tom Johnson, Mrs. Raymond Champion, Mrs. Elmer Hixson, and Mrs. W.P. Burnette.
Twenty-nine club and FFA boys
and girls will enter beef calves in
the Murray District Show and Sale
next Monday, September 30 at the
Murray livestock yards. The show
will begin at 10 a. m. and the sale
at 7 p. m. These calves -will be entered in a carcass show at Reelfoot Packing Company on Thursday, October 3 at 6 p. m.
Everyone is invited to attend the
show to see the calves on the rail.

J

MIN

SPECIAL OFFER
PUNCH CUPS

• PUNCH
•
BOWL
•

•
with each purchase•
of 7 gallons
•
gasoline
•
•

)
r
7
4)
oil change
.4, „..t.), II orwithlubricat
.ion at
1, regular pncee
ONLY

This sparkling prescut crystal punch bowl set, in an Early Ameri
can pattern, will
add a festive touch to your holiday entertaining. It's easy to get
a complete set.
Here's how: With each purchase of 7 gallons of Ashland gasoline,
you get one
of these attractive prescut crystal punch cups FREE! With an
oil change
or lubrication you get this large,8-quart matching punch
bowl
for only 984. Get as many cups,and bowls as you like.
They're ideal gifts for birthdays, anniversaries
'and Christmas. SEE YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR
ASHLAND OIL DEALER displaying the
*PUNCH BOWL SET" sign.
Offer expires November 30,1963

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Ashland, Kentucky

PRODUCTS_,

Al

24, 1963
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If I knowed You Were Coming ...!
Idda Baked . At Least Tried To
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UK BROCHURE LISTS

"I just adore your cake," we heard a woman at a
dinner party tell her hostess. "What kind is it "
The hostess looked slightly puzzled. "It's just an ordinary chocolate layer cake," she answered.
"I know that, silly. I mean what kind of mix did you
use? What brand?"
"It isn't a mix. I made it myself—from scratch."

so
PROOF

tary and high-school classes.

PAPERS' SCHOOL USE
B-A-B13-N 63

From the amazed expressions
of most of the guests, you would
have thought the lady had said
she'd made her own automobile.
The idea of anyone making a cake
"from scratch" was just too much.

11.1111•111W4
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writers, and swish—the machines
do the rest. They do everything
that is, but spell correctly, and you
may be sure that computers will
soon be doing that.
Even now, errors in typing are
Many women not only can't
make a cake from scratch; they easily corrected with electric
can't or won't —make coffee, tea, erasers. There are also electric
pudding, or even mashed potatoes. pencil sharpeners.
Housewives not only are autoMore and more, the food they
serve is of the "instant" variety, mated with can-openers, washers,
and in another five years, if the dryers, ironers, dishwashers, carpresent trend continues, nobody pet sweepers, vacuum cleaners.
will know how to cook anything. floor-waxers, food blenders and
Appearing in August, it was re- fruit juicers; they use push-button
ported recently, is "instantized" hair sprays and push-button deflour, and after that—who knows? odorants, and even drive around
Today's secretaries mero.ly wave in cars with push-button geartheir well-manicured fingers over shifts, power steering and power
the keys of their electric type- brakes.
Their menfolk drive the same
kind of effortless autos and either
shave with electric razors or else
use push-button lather. And if
they live in the suburbs, they
can't exist without power mowers
and electric hedge shears, not to
mention power drills and electric
screwdrivers.
The ultimate in catering to the
lazy streak was, people thought,
reached when the electric toothbrush came along. But this has
proved to be only the penultimate.
f0 HELP PROTECT
The real ultimate—we hope— "AND BANANA STEMS SHALL GROW FROM PA RKING METERS," Nathan Wade president of the
THE "PRIME OF LIFE" came the other day when a man International Banana Festival told a photographer the other day and showed him
how with the courtesy
laboriously tore open an envelope of the Moore Fruit Company of Union
You've been hopins for a forCity. Mr. Puc kett, manager of the huge Union City firm that diswith
thumb
a
which
was already tributes
mula like this— with extra poall kinds of fresh fruit to a wide area In K entucky and Tennessee
tency to support a positive sense
will also handle the difficult
tender from pushing buttons, and
of well-bin4 and mental alertfound an announcement of a new task of ripening thie bananas that will come to the F estival as a gift of the National Banana Association
.
ness. It priivides important lip°.
product aimed at making life Experts at the task of handing fruit the Moore Fruit
Company has been selected to handle the banana
tropes, as well as the more comeasier. It's a portable letter open- shipment
plete vitamin-mineral protectioa
because of its long connection with handl tog and distributing all kinds of
fruit. Wth Mr. Wade
er, powered by three flashlight
desirable for the mature adult.
(left)
are
Bill Scott, president of he Fulton South F futon Chamber of Commerce
batteries, and when you push the
and Mrs. Paul Westbutton it will zip open any en- pheling, festival official.
velope faster than you can say J.
Edward Day. It will, the announce$156 MILLION FOR FUN
ment promised, "prove a labor- according to the General Federa- 10,000.
tion of Women's Clubs.
Knoxville—About $156,000,000
saving invention."
The cash awards, are used by
Mrs. Dexter Otis Arnold, presi- winning clubs to make their edu- has been inve, ted in recreational
facilities — private. State, and
A $50,000 awards program hon- dent of the GFWC, said that the cation programs even better.
local—along the 10,000 miles of
oring women's clubs for out- clubs that won the 1963 awards—
KentuckFS "winning clubs in shoreline created by T. V. A. restanding work in aid to education and the many others that were
will be continued in the 1961- considered—enabled communities 1963 were the Murray Woman's servoirs.
YULTON,
1964 season for its second year, throughout the United States to Club and the Lexington Woman's
IMME1111.
improve schools, provide scholar- Club.
RUPT
URE
Any federated women's club is
ships, aid in training teachers, and
The New Sensational Invention
support education in other ways. eligible for the*CFWC-Shell Oil
Sutherland's '1411:1” Truss
"The nation's future is in its Company Education award. JudgNo Odors
ing
is
done
state
by
state.
Judges
schools right now," she said, "and
City
Drug
Co.. Fulton
we are continuing these awards are selected by the state president
No Belts — No Strops —
and education chairman from
to
encourage
all
our
member
clubs
.
FOR TOM
to continue their efforts in help- prominent educators in the area.
ing education."
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
Two awards of $500 each are
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
made in each state. One goes to
" FARM LOANS
the club with the best education
OFFICE rEIONE 5
US MAIN STREET
program in a community of 10,000
or more; the other, to the club
ruvroN, KENTUCKY
with the best program in a rural
area or community of less than

"Effective Use of Newspapers in
the Classroom," a guide for teachers and students, has been compiled by W. C. Caywood, Jr., instructor in the University of Kentucky School of Journalism. The
publication summarizes a twoweek workshop held at the University last summer, when daily
sessions on newspaper production
and functions were conducted by
editors, reporters, civic leaders,
secondary-school teachers and UK
faculty members. It explains how
teachers can use newspapers as
an instruction aid in both elemen-

GERIATRIC

capsules EC:e

CITY DRUG CO.

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

TV SPECIALS
Lot, of good Ewell mix
Now Portables

$139.95, up
WOOD & PRIM'TV
SERVICE ALL DIAREfir
306 Walnut
Phone 211

TAKE YOUR PICK!
BOTH
NOW

4.5

4/5 QUART

LEN ORE
GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY GLENNORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY
LOUISVILI_E-0WENS8010, KENTUCKY

'64 JEt-smao:h Luxury CHEVROLET
.V'i'

NOW OPEN IN OUR NEW LOCATION
— NEW MANAGEMENT

— LARGER STOCKS

•COURTEOUS SERVICE
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•VISIT US!

SHAMROCK

LIQUOR STORE
Now Located in a modern, new building at the corner of Fourth Si.
and Kentucky Avenue,Fulton.(Across from Puckett's Standard Station.)

* Buel Rogers, general manager
* A complete line of liquor, wines, beer
* Cigarettes 25c package

rrs CHEAPER - - - BUY THE CASE
Phone 1100

May we serve you?

'64 Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan

Cesides loGks,ride and power- what's so special about it?
(ifs so reasonably priced)
Kind of leaves the high-priced cars some explaining to do, of four smooth transmissions to go with them.
'wouldn't you say? Long and luxurious—with a freshAnd underlying it all,the opulent feel of this'64 Chevrolet's
christened look. Richer roomy interiors with subtle new Jet-smooth ride.
blendings of colors and fabrics. Like the ultra-soft vinyl
Matter of fact, the most noticeable difference between
upholstery in the new Chevrolet Impala Super
. this beautiful new 1964 Chevrolet and the highSport Series.
priced cars is the price itself.
A choice of seven engines, no less, with outCHEVROLET
Let your dealer show you how much luxury
put all the way up to 425 hp.* And a choice
that reasonable Chevrolet price now buys.
.0p4inwai ertra mut
See five entirely different lines of cars at your Chevrolet Showroom—CHEVROLET,CHEVFILE,CHEVY U,CORVAIR
& CORVETTE

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
104 East Fourth Street

- BUICK, INC.

4

•

CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS. We . tall rrade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
TUPPERWARE, has an opportunity for any lady who is willing
to work. Have full time employment in your home area. For information write or call, Jon - Ev
Sales Paducah, Ky. Authorized
Tupperware Distributors.
FOR SALE: Registered Chihuahua puppies., reasonable. Phone
116J3, Fulton.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maAline and elect: ic floor polisher
. Exind electric
change Furniture r
WANTED - man or woman on
part time basis to serve customers
in Fulton. Many needing Rawleigh
Products. Splendid opportunity
with permanent income. Write
Rawleigh Dept. KYJ 1071-126
Freeport, Ill.
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.

festival worker to gulp down when
they
get that tired festival feeling
(Continued nom vase oat)
butterflys in the stomach.
and
the
David
adequate.
would
be
that
ply
felt like maybe he had given -a little time to the Pure Milk ComI have wanted to acknowledge
pany for at least one day. There's a $25.00 membership in the Festionly one thing wrong with the val Association from Tom Moorwhole story. David got busy on man of Mesquite, Texas. I haven't
more Banana Festival activities had time to look up the matter,
and failed to turn in the order for but I think that Torn is a News
the increased supply. Tsk, tsk, tsk. subscriber and saw the "banana
bunch" application and just sent
in
his refreshing check for 25 baThan there's the story of Bob
Binford. As enthusiastic as any- nanas.
body in town about the festival,
Bob is also being very realistic in
As a finale to the dizzy doings
wondering whether all the hard along the festival route I found
workers will survive the frenzy of this note on my desk:
shape.
into
matters
getting
"Police: T. C. Taylor and Willis
Thoughtful as he is he wrote: "I Hicks plan to kidnap Miss Ameram leaving at the office a $7.95 ica November 9, as a grand finale.
bottle of the "away out in front, They will be hung on November
leading all competitive brands in 10 while 10,000 bananas look
the world, bottle of super-Plena- peelingly on. Signed: Thp squealmins for you and Paul and your er." How's that for a big cf publison and daughter. Sincerely your city gimmicking?
friend and neighbor, Bob Binford."
FRANCE 4th IN TRACTORS
Paris-France now has 880,000
The children and Paul look farm tractors and ranks fourth in
fairly all right to me, so I'll just this eqiiipment-after the United
keep the "away out in front, lead- States, which has 5,000,000; Rusing all brands, etc. Super-Plena- sia, 1,000,000; and West Germany
mins" in the News office for any 900,000.
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Walter Jetton
Named To State
Education Board

NOTEBOOK-

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 24, 1963

will lea ie Fulton by train jrnmedi_
the festival corporation, said the
festival mushroomed when the ately fClowing the ji..ciges' deciAssociation awn.
National
Banana
agreed to donate a carload of baTwelve marching bands from
nanas to the city.

Walter C. Jetton, retired principal of Paducah Tilghman High
School, has been appointed as a
member of the state Board of Education.
Gov. Bert Combs said Jetton's
term will expire July 1, 1964.
Jetton succeeds George Hart,
who resigned from the state board
to take a position on the Murray
State College Board of Regents.
Jetton, who served 35 years as
principal at Tilghman, was recommended by the Western Kentucky
School Administrators Association.
The group said he "is one of
the best qualified educators in
Kentucky."
The University of Kentucky
presented Jetton with a Sullivan
Medallion in 1956 - the highest
honor the university confers upon
a citizen.

•

BEST
and

10A
on
10 A.
Lake
12 N(
Bank
7:30
Audi.

6 A.]

Harlo McCall, director of the
youth talent show for the MidSouth Fair, notified festival officials that winners of the festival
show will be invited to participate
in the youth show next year at
the fair.
In addition the winner will be DOWNTOWN DECORATIONS GOING UP THURSDAY: Mrs. Bennett
given an all-expense paid trip to
Chicago for a personal audition (right) and Robert Davis hold aloft some of the carnival-like flags
with Ted Mack of the nationally that will be hung from downtown vantage points beginning today.
televised talent show. The winner

USED FURNITURE

GROUND BEEF
SLAB BACON .s7;
65°
Leg 0' Lamb
39°
Shoulder Roast
L.19°
Lamb Breast
Chops ..Lb. 99° L.89°...L. 59°

buy it at
59c
33c
29c

Furniture Company
STOKELY'S FINEST FOODS

29,

1-Lb s::-Oz.

WALL PAPER-From 19c to 69c
ler roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
aaul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
Mayfield

Paint &

Wallp--,er

217 West Broadway
May i14, Ky.

Dewey Johnson

Shellie Beans ....
Fordhook Limas
Party Peas
21.7:57°
Corn
21-LL.
1 39°
'
Tomato Juice ... Z."'crtan 33°
reen Beans ...2 "Cr. 43°
Goid
Whoe
len Kerriel

Al] types of Inanranee

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
?niton, Ky.

Phone 406

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FUFtN. CO.
'hone 103

Fulton, Ky.

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

FULTON, KY.
CHapol 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

555

GILLUM
TRANSFER &
hiTi)ILAGE, INC.

Med.
a
Fr il)Size

ban
n Cream
Deodorant

Soitique
Score

Bath
011

Hair
Dressing

Plus)
Fed.
Tax
Sot

nes
Fed.
(
Tax

Whole, Half
Lb. 330 )
or End Piece
Super Right
Quality Pork
(Whole)

Detergent(

Joy Liquid

DETERGENT

DETERGENT

"
1- 63

12-0z.
r
Bottle J

6-02.
Bottle

0

DOZEN 48c

49e
I

SWEET POTATOES
3LBS I5c

6A. 3i

KALE GREENS

10 A.
South
12 No
Bank
7:30 F
Wheel
Wheel
Admis

10-0x.
Cello 19
Bag

Fresh
Tender

39,

(INg. 49c)

POTATO CHIPS
Jane f Save I 1-Lb. A90
Parker
10o 1 Bag al

GLAZED DONUTS
Jane f Sass
Parker
6o 1

Dox.

33

COFFEE CAKE
Apple f Save
Raisin I 100)Ea.

29°

'
828
790

Coral Detergent
(7=1 2.2;t

36c

6-Oz
Cans

Ivory Liquid

Quart
Bottle

Liquid

16%-0z.
Box

Fab

18-0z.
Cans
-Lb.
Can

LARGE

at 01
Bailie

Lg.
B
7911

3-Lb.
(
9c Off) 1/
1
4-0z.
Deal
Box

1 1A-Lb.
Jars

Save
6c

SUNNYBROOK

Jonathan L -Lb. A90
All-Purpose 0 Bag me

E
PUMPKIN
PIE
$100
3

White
Beauty

25

DETERGENT

.Lb.39c

APPLES

69c
Lb. 47c
5-Lb. Can 3.59
Lb. 29c
20-0z. Pkg 89c

A&P Whole
&Pieces

-Lb.
Can

Cat
Food

Lb. 29‘

ri
rePage

3 74 Premium Duz
Crisco
Beads 0'Bleach
470 Dash Detergent
2
Nine Lives
270 Spit & Span
Shortening
4c Off

Lb.'

Grape Jelly Pu
49g
Sweet Potatoes
Shortening
490
Prune Juice 'Lit;(
39g
EGGS GradeA Med.Doz. 37c
Sail

49°
1

CENTER
PIECE

COUNTRY HAMS Virginia Farm Brand (Whole or Half)
SPARE RIBS Super Right Small, Lean, Meaty
CANNED HAM Southern Star
CODFISH FILLETS Frozen Ocean (5-Lb. Box 1.39)
Breaded jeal
soe :
1411 I:magas
BEEF STEAKS Pa"„::"

Shidr.

HALLOWE'EN CANDIES
CANDY POPS Worthmore-Pkg. of 85
HARVEST MIX Worthmore---1-Lb. Bag
CANDY CORN Worthmore-l-Lb. Bag

Lb.

FRESH BOSTON BUTTS (Sliced Lb.49). WHOLE

Lb.

Lb.

Rib

(5Lb.$189)

Fresh Picnics

SUPER RIGHT LAMB SALE!

Loin

EXCHANGE

10 A.
on La
10 A.
Lake
12 No
Bank
5:00 F
to noi
dancii
party
sion.
public
Edd V
$1,00(

50:99c
39,
29

1-Lb.
7-0z. Box
Giant
3-Lb. 2/
1
2-0z
Box
1-Lb.
Box

Cieaner

68,

Puffs Facial
Tissues iv-91 C

4

1-Lb.
4-0x.
Box

5-Lb.

20c off

55f Tide 32f:
4174 Ivory Soap
6 41c
370
290 Mr. Clean
3%-oz.

Box 750 Box

All-Purpose
Cleaner

Comet
Cleanser

Bars

15-0z.
Bottle

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., OCT. 26
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

flood Stores

2

33°

I

NABISCO

SUNSHINE

Ginger Snaps
Old
Faehles

1-Lb.

A •

Pkg.

IV

S1TUETMANN

Hi-Ho Crackers Zesto Crackers
14-6.
Box

41°

Gem
Laid

By J(

$1 11

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE IBS,

I

10:A. ]
stand.
shoot 1
No chz
11A.
Street)
12 No
Bank
12 No
dignit4
2 P. M
nana I
Walnu
4:30 P
host at
ton Col
8 P. M,
ton Hi

SATURI

400

Personal
Size

10 A.
on La
10 A.
Soutt
12 Nc
Bank
7:30
Audit

6 A.3

POTATOES

Super
Right
Fresh

6 A.]

tivaL

U.S. NO. 1 WHITE

Whole...

CLEANEST

musicians to participate in the tea-

Banana-lovers will be welcomed to a banana eating contest. Prizes
totaling about $5,000 will be
awarded during the week.

B-A-BB-N 63

(

For The

Itges will include more than 2,000

A "banan-a-rama," scheduled
for Nov. 6, will feature Billy Edd
Wheeler, isong writer and drama
star, as well as other artists. Beginning the "banan-a-rama" will
be a Mardi Gras spectacle to which
spectators will come masked and
in costumes.

Two houses for rent in Crutchfield, one four rooms and bath
and one six rooms and bath. Near
store, post office, school bus.
Fletcher Williams, Crutchfield,
Ky.
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify you must
have car, references, $600 to $1900
cash. Seven to twelve hours weekly can net excellent monthly income. More full time. For personal
mterview write P. 0. Box 4185.
Pittsburgh 2, Pa. Include phone
lumber.

Mid South high schools and col-

t= 29
.
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